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The design of modern communications equipment
involves much more than electronic circuit techniques. Keyboards and coders are often required
to translate the intelligence to be transmitted into
"machine language:' Recording and reproducing
devices store intelligence until the equipment is
ready to transmit it, or hold received intelligence
until it can be translated back into human language
by a printer or other output display device.

The combination of such mechanical and electromechanical techniques with the better known but
still developing techniques of electronic circuit
design makes of modern communications a much
broader field than is commonly recog':lized. When
such technical tools are used to provide equipment
tailored to our rapidly improving understanding of
propagation phenomena and information theory,
the resulting practical improvements in communication are sometimes little'short of spectacular.

The growing communications activities of The RamoWooldridge Corporation have generated requirements
for additional physicists and engineers with substantial experience in research, development, or production
engineering on advanced airborne and ground-based •••
• Communication, Navigation and ECM Systems
• HF, VHF, and UHF Transmitters and Receivers
• Precision Electro-Mechanical Equipment
• Magnetic Recording Systems
• Signal Analysis Equipment
• Video and Pulse Circuitry
• Miniaturization and Packaging

;'

Part of Communications Equipment
Pilot Production Activities

Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation
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THE

EDITOR'S

NOTES

The Computer Directory

The June 1956 issue of "Computers and Automation" will be "The Computer Directory, 1956'~
It will contain three parts: '~art 1, Roster
of Organizations in the Computer Field; Part 2,
The Computer Field, Products and Services for
Sale; and Part 3, Who's Who in the Computer
Field".
As we go to press in the middle of February for the March issue, we are currently
mailing out last year's entries of Products
and Services and blank forms, with the expectation that this year'~ edition will be fUller,
more accurate, and more useful.
In a fel'l more weeks, we expect to m ail
out entry forms for Part 3, Who's Who in the
Computer Field. We have had some discussion
tv! th one of our staunch readers (Mr. P a .. u 1
Armer - see below), and as a res ul t we
expect to include a special offer.
COMMENTS ON THE "WHO'S WHO", ETC.
I. From Paul Armer
Santa Monica, Calif.
In your January, 1956, issue you aske d
for comments on your announced plans for "The
Computer Directory, 1956". I strongly object
to your proposal to charge $2.00 per individual
entry in the "Who's Who in the Computer Field"
section of the directory. I think it's fine
to charge for entries in the "Products and
Services for Sale" section, since there is an
obvious motive for organiZations to be included
in the list. But what motivates the individual
to cough up two bucks? So, as an individual,
I obj ect to paying the money. And as a use r
of your directory, I object on the basis that
the list will be so short (since I bel i eve
most individuals will feel as I do) th a t it
will be useless. Possibly I am misinterpreting
l'lhat you mean by "... a brief entry may appear
in condensed form if des irable ••• ". So m ething like "Jones ,-:1. - Los Angeles, Cal if."
might just as well be omitted.

One more small point regarding for mat.
I frequently find myself stumbling over words
at the end of a line due to the justification.
For example, see line 10 of the right half of
page 13 in your January issue. The spac in g
between the letters in "long" is the sam e as
between the Ivords "a" and "long". Personally,
I prefer no justification at all to the present product.
II.

From the Editor

We thank Mr. Armer for his friendly and
frank comments on the Who's Who and va ri 0 us
other aspects of "Computers and Automation".
To cover the matters he-mentions, in reverse order, the reason for the style of justification we use in the magazine is P 0 s t
Office requirements. When we applied in 1952
for second class mailing privileges, we lie r e
told by the U. S. Post Office that we had to
justify, at least approximately, our lines of
type (and in addition lYe had to use a t y p e
face tvhich was different from the 0 r din a r y
typewriter type faces, elite and pica). As is
clear from the appearance of our lines of type,
we type once and not twice, achieving approximate justification. But we can try to produce
a less confusing result.
We have no objection in principle to publishing brief biographies of authors. But we
do think the best place for the publication of
a brief biography of any person in~e computer field is in the "Who's MlO" that we publish.
(continued on page 38)

INDEX OF NOTICES
For Information on:
Advertising Index
Advertising Rates and
Specifications
Back Copies
Bulk Subscription Rates
Computer Directory
Manuscripts
Reader's Inquiry Form
Special Issues

To close on a more harmonious note, I' d
like to say that I've found "Computers and
Auto~ation" to be a useful and in teres t i ng
publication. I applaud the inclusion of articles like ''Machines and Religion". I ,believe
the inclusion of a short biography of the author
would have enhanced the interest of the article.
Why not include biographies of all authors?

See Page:

46
44
29
25

36
Last Month's Issue

46
31

Address Changes: If your address changes, please
send us both your new and your old address, (torn
off from the wrapper if possible), and allow
three weeks for the change.
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Mathematical Analyst Keith Kersery loads
jet transport flutter problem into one
of Lockheed's two 701's. On order: two
704's to help keep Lockheed in forefront of numerical analysis and production corurol data processing.

With two 701 digital computers already in operation, Lockheed
has ordered two 704'8 to permit greater application of numerical
analysis to complex aeronautical problems now being
approached. Scheduled for delivery early next year, the 704's
will replace the 701 'so

704's and 701's speed
Lockheed research in

Much of the work scheduled or in progress is classified.
However, two significant features are significant to career-minded
Mathematical Analysts: 1) the wide variety of as,signments
created by Lockheed's diversified develop~ent pro~m and
2) the advanced nature of the work, which falls largelyJnto
unexplored areas of numerical analysis.

Career positions for Mathematical Analysts

numerical analysis

Lockheed's expanding development program in nuclear energy,
turbo-prop and jet transports, radar search planes, extremely highspeed aircraft and other classified projects has created a ntlmber of
openings for Mathematical Analysts to work on the 704's.
Lockheed offers you attractive salaries, generous travel and m~ing
allowances which enable you and your family to move to Southern
California at virtually no expense; and an extremely wide range of
employe benefits which add approximately 14% to each engineer's
salary in the form of insurance, retirement pension, etc.
Those interested in advanced work in this field are invited to
write E. W. Des Lauriers, Dept. MA-31-3.

LOCKHEED
BURBANK

AIRCRAFT CORPORATION. CALIFORNIA DIVISION

CALIFORNIA
- 5 -

THE ORGANIZATION OF A PROGRAM LIBRARY
FOR A DIGITAL COMPUTER CENTER
WEnNER L. FRANK
Ramo Wooldridge Corp.
Los Angeles 45,Calif.
The' efficiency of a computing center is not
only a function of the equipment and personnel
employed, but also of the collection of r 0 utines comprising its Program Library. The availability of general subroutines, those for the
calculation of the more common mathematica I
operations, wi 11 reduce the elapsed time usually associated with a problem's formulation and
subsequent numerical solution. Of no less importance is the collection of what may be clrused as supervisory (ur service) routines: r 0 utines which provide the tools for manipulating
information (assembly or compiling programs),
moni toring (pos t mortem and alarm routines),and
expanding the capabilities of the built-in manine logic (floating-point and complex-numberarithmetic routines.)

may have over 100 routines at its disposal, rubdivision and classification of this material is
imperative. Hence, if one seeks a fixed-point
decimal card punch routine, it is only necessary to search through the inclusive class of
Output Routines in order to find an applicable
subroutine.
While a first breakdOtl1n of routines might
be the previously mentioned categories of s u pervisory routines and general subroutines, ~ese
classes are still too wide. The following list
presents one possibility which has been adopted
and found practical:
Supervisory Routines:
1.

The generation of such a library is nosmall
task. Experience has shown that it takes over
ten man-years to establish a versatile collection of routines. For a large scale digital
computer center this may represent an in ves tment of over $150,000.00 in manpower and machine use. In addition, there is the ever present cost of maintenance and expansion of the
library.
In order to reduce this investment for any
one istallation, recent attempts have been made
to combine the efforts of users of like computing machines in the development of a Pro g ram
Library. By formulating standards and assigning specific responsibilities to avoid duplic~
tion of efforts, groups such as SHARE (IBM 704
users) and USE (ERA 1103A users) have recognized the need for mutual assistance.

2.
3.

4.

General Subroutines:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Ultimate responsibility for a Program Library must nevertheless remain ld th the individual computing center. This entails a tV e 11
thought out plan of cataloging, standardizing
and distributing the more common routines.

9.

Cataloging implies the classification and
labeling of routines. The procedure followed
for either process depends on the philosophy
adopted by the computing center.
Since a well established computing

7.
8.

Cataloging

10.
11.

facili~

- 6 -

Executive Routines --Assembly or compiling routines
Bootstrap and Basic Read-In routines
Code Checking and Diagnostic Routines
- Post mortem and Monitoring routines
Speci al Arithmetic Routines - Floating-point arithmetic
Complex number arithmetic
Double precision arithmetic
Demonstration Routines

Input Routines
Output Routines
Quadrature (definite integral evaluation)
Differentiation
Differential Equations (ordinary and
partial equations)
Vector Algebra - Simultaneous linear
equations
Matrix inversion
Eigen value and eigen vectors
Linear programrrdng
Non-Linear Equations - Roots of polynomials
Minimization of functions
Statistical - Correlations, variances,
means, random number generator
Data Reduction - Sorting, ordering,
listing
Logical Arithmetic
Function Evaluation --Trigonometric
Exponentials and Roots
Logari thmic
Special Functions

12.
13.
14.

Computers anrl Automation

Differencing and Interpolation
Approximations and curve fitting
M~scellaneous

That the task of labeling routines is not
arbi trary is seen in the case of a comp iii n g
program tl1hich may require some identifying tag,
of fixed form, to be associated with each subroutine. If only for the sake of simplicity,
it is des irable that both tag and label be the
same.
2.
It is poss ible, for example, to ass i g n
labels serially or by mnemonic tags. Whi I e
the first method prohibits a recognizable correspondence between label and class, the second
can create some confusion for those pers 0 n s
1,vho are not fully acquainted wi th the system.
Thus, tvhile a second version of a sine routine
can be designated by SIN-2, one could recognize
INT-3 as ei ther an integration or interpolation
routine.

MTO-02
MTO-IO
MTO-30
MID-31
MID-40

Sine-Cosine (degrees)
Arcsine-Arcosine
Tangent (radians)
Tangent (degrees)
Arctangent

MTF-OO
MTF-IO
MTF-30
MTF-40

Floating
Floating
Floating
Floating

Point Sine-Cosine
Point Arcsine-Arcosine
Point tangent
Point arctangent

Exponentials and Roots (P)
MPO-OO
MPO-lO
MPO-20
MPO-30
MP0-40

Square Root
Cube Root
pth Root
Fractional Power
e to x power

MPF-OO
MPF-lO
MPF-40

Floating Point Square Root
Floating Point Cube Root
Floating Point Exponent i a 1

(xY)

Routine

(eX)

It is seen then that the label must not
only identify each routine uniquely, but must
also place it wi thin one of the above cl asses •
In addi tion, the tag should indicate tiheth e r
the routine is designed for fixed or floating
point operation (and possibly ifhis fu single
or double precision). Finally, some information ought to be forthcoming in regard to the
status of the routine, such as:

3.

4.
1.

Is the routine a revision?

2.

Is the routine obsolete, but not retired?

3.

Is the rotuine available fr 0 m some
auxiliary storage (active) or must
it be assembled into a program frWl
cards or tapes?

It tdll be assumed for these purposes that
the fixed form adopted for the tag consists of
three alphabetical characters and two decimal
digits (XYZ-OO). The X position identifiesthe
routine to be in one of the categories listed
above. The Y character further breaks d 0 tV n
the X class, tl/hile Z indicates Ivhether the
routine operates in fixed (0), floating (F) ,
complex (C), etc. The tens digit of the numerical part designates a specific function or
operation while the unit digit specifies the
version or method employed. To illustra t e ,
we choose the class entitled Function Evaluation (M) and list a possible breakdOtvn:
Function Evaluation (M)
1.

Trigonometric Functions (T)
MTO-OO
MTO-OI

Logari thmic

(0

MLO-OO
MLO-IO

Logarithm Base 2
Natural Logarithm

MLF-lO

Floating Point Natural Logarithm

Special Functions (S)

In addition to this vertical grouping, it
is desirable to include some horizontal organization. Hence, if ICF-lO is a floating point
card input routine one would expect OCF-IO to
be this routine's counterpart in the 0 u t put
category.
NOtv it is a simple task to add to t II i s
nomenclature further information. It is possible, for example, to interpret the following:
MID-II r - This routine
MID-II 0 - This routine
MTO-il i-This routine
not in the

is a revision
is now obsolete
is available, but
active form

Standardization
A standard format for library routines is
important since it serves to facilitate recogni tion and learning .of new subroutines. It also
develops modes of operation within the corrp.d:ing center by establishing procedures tdth regard to parameter presentation, s u br 0 uti n e
entries, scaling conventions, etc.
There are three basic parts compris in 9
the description of a particular routine:

Sine-Cosine (radians)
Small angle Sine-Cosine

(I)
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Summary concerning the structure and
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application of the program (one or
ttfO pages).
(2) Details of the routine and descriptim
of the method employed.
(3) Code listing of the program.

ary in order to keep the programming staff informed of the current state of the organizatkn.

The first section should be self-contained and encompass the information needed by the
programmer to successfully employ the routine.
This should include:
(a) Name and label of the routine.
(b) Type of routine (supervisory or subroutine) •
(c) Number of words of the program.
(d) Temporary ~torage requirements.
(e) Description of the function 0 f the
program with sufficient information
to indicate its capacities and limitations.
(f) Programming procedure, including parameters needed and form of the entry.
(g) Accuracy of the computation.
(h) Duration.
0) Special remarks concerning use 0 f
alarm indications, constant pools,
etc •
.(j) Name of the individual who coded the
routine.
(k) Date of issue of the routine.
The second part further delineates the
information contained in the initial summary.
The mathematical method employed s h 0 u 1 d b e
presented here, giving the adaptions made, tnth
adequate references to source material. When
applicable, an error analysis should describe
the accuracy of the process, considering the
effects of both truncation and round-off. Examples relating to input, computation and output of the routine ought to be given. A valuable addition to a routine of major propooctlon
is a description of the resul ts l~hich tV ere
obtained by application of the program to some
selected cases.
The code-listing comprises too third s e ction. It should be fully annotated, g ivin g
comments and symbols in order to faci 1 i tate
tracing through the steps of the program.

The exchange of information between various computing organizations is also facilitated through the distribution of the library
programs. By this means each group has the
opportuni ty to compare operations leadi n g t 0
more efficient use of the machine and to better
techniques of computation.
A disadvantage resulting from a wide distribution of the Program Library is the responsibility which is involved in maintaining
the material up-to-date. Experience has shown
that no routine remains static. Changes a re
made with respect to storage assignments, parameter requirements and more often, err 0 r s
are detected in the original write-ups. Even
a minor change or correction may invalidate a
routine description.
To reduce the probability of issuing reVISIons it may be necessary to Impose s 0 m e
restrictions on the general routine description
explained above. Thus, excluding the cod e
listing from the wider library distribut ion
represents one possibili ty since infre que n t
references are made to this section and it is
relatively useless to persons unfamiliar with
the code. However, the code l.isting rna y be
made available upon request.
Another suggestion is to limit tempor a 1
information, such as storage assignmen,ts an d
entrance requirements to the first section.
Hence, when these more frequent changes are
made, only the first portion of the write-up
is invalidated and consequently a rev is ion
affects only one or two pages.
The publication of a periodic 1 ib r a r y
bulletin serves to correct typographical e rrors and keeps the library users informed of
impending changes or additions to the Program
Library. This device is especially useful in
filling the gap between an error IS detectio n
and the publication of a program revision.
Finally, a word should be said concerning
the relationship between the Program Library
and the staff of the computing center.

The most complete presentation 0 f the
routine tvill incorporate all three of the above
parts. In this form the copy is suitable for
di stribution, not only wi thin the co mp u tin g
center, but also as part of the exchange program existing between the various facilities.
I

It has been found that persons t-vho use
the library routines over an extended peri 0 d
of time soon require only a basic amo un t of
information concerning a particular r ou ti ne.
At this point the first part of the full description of the routine becomes a convenient
and condensed form which will serve this r equirement. Therefore, it is desirable to issue
to such persons a full Program Library and also
a condensed vers ion made up of the sum rna r y
sheets of each routine.

Distribution
The Program Library is one of the maj 0 r
sources reflecting the status and capabilitres
of a computing center. Prompt and effic i en t
distribution of available routines is necess- 8 -

TRANSLATING SPOKEN ENGLISH INTO WRITTEN WORDS
EOMUND C. BERKELEY
Recently in "Computers and Automation" (in
The Editor's Notes for December, 1955) we referred to the problem of trans lating s po ken
English into properly spelled English wor d s •
This problem has two parts: Part 1 consists of
recognizing spoken sounds and writing them down
as English phonemes, sounds which carry meaning,
such as "p" in "cup", "ng" as in "sing", th e
"eh" in "very", and the longer "eh" in "vary";
Part 2 consists of converting the sets of phonemes into properly spelled English words.
Part 1 of the problem is being worked 0 n
under the direction of Professor Wi 11 i a m N."
Locke of Mass. Inst. of Technology, head of the
Department of Languages and author of the article
"Translation by Machine" printed in the "s c ientific Amerlcan" , January, 1956. The work is
being carried out by Dr. Morris Halle and George
W. Hughes in the Acoustics Laboratory of M.I.T.
About two years ago a protytype mac hi n e
that distinguishes between vowels and consonants,
successful about 9~1o of the time, was finished;
the machine was christened Grundoon, aft era
character in a comic strip who speaks only i n
consonants. When you look at an oscilloscop e
report by Grundoon, of a sentence, you see a
vowel as a great cluster of waves abo v e and
below the base line, while a consonant s ho w s
no departures at all from the base line; or vice
versa, depending on a switch.
In January, 1956, the consonant sounds F,
SH, and S were successfully distinguis he d by
electronic gear. The separation is base d on
distinctive differences in the pattern of energies at various sound frequencies, which occur
during the pronunciation of the consonant. A
paper detailing the technique for distinguishing them by machine is to appear shortly in the
"Journal of the Acoustical Society" publishe d
by the Institute of Physics, New York.
Currently, the work in the laboratory is
to distinguish electronically between the sounds
P, T, and K, as spoken by different speakers.
For example, the words "LOOP, LOOT, LUKE," are
clearly spoken by half a dozen different speakers, recorded on magnetic tape, and played over
and over, until the equipment settings differentiate them by automatic analysis. In fact,
for a single speaker, all the problems of distinc tion of phonemes are, according to Hall e
a~d Hughes, so easy that they are "not inte res'ting". The essential difficulty at the present
stage comes in designing circui ts which will
s till distinguish the sounds when di f fer e n t
speakers "clearly enunciate" the same phonemes.

The final stage will come in distinguis h in g.
different sounds spoken by anybody in norm a 1
rapid speech. (In fact, I will predict th at
the first half minute of listening to any speaker will require an automatic tuning in to that
particular person's pattern of speech sounds).
Similar investigations are being pursued
at Bell Telephone Laboratories, Murray Hill,
N. J., at Haskins Laboratories, New York, and
probably elsewhere. But the particular principles being used in the investigation at M. LT.
are different: they are the principles of recognizing distinctive differences, rather than
recognizing patterns - on the theory thatwhen
a man is trying to find his l"ay with a map, a
small number of judgments made c orrec t 1 y is
sufficient for him to tell where on the map
he is.
None of the Ivork being investigated at the
laboratory in M.LT. includes the problem of
subsequent correction of the sounds heard, by
clues from context. For example, suppos e a
foreigner speaking English says to you "Please
sit down in this share." You correct "share"
into "chair" a few seconds after you recognize
"sh" in your brain, by a rapid pro c e s s
of
mental query, analysis, and correction, using
possible contexts. This process is of course
important, but comes later.
The added value of the investigation at
M.I.T., if finished in a year or two, instead
of five or ten years, would be simply enormous.
A tremendous vol ume of work is done i nth e
business world and elsewhere all through s 0ciety, which involves the re~ognition of meaningful sounds of language, phonemes. Grea t
quantities of work done by typists, stenographers, dictating machine transcribers, and
many other persons are waiting to be mechanized.
Here at M. I. T. is a place whe"re, if the present
annual budget of $10,000 a year (provided by a
grant from the National Science Foundati 0 n )
coul.d be increased through gifts and furth e r
support to $20,000 or $30,000 a year, a v er y
great gain to all sorts of business and other
human activities would soon result.
- END Program Library
(continued from page 8)

The system outlined above has prov.ed itself effective and efficient, reflec tin g
experiences wi th the Program Library 0 f the
Digital Computer Center of The Ramo-Wooldridge
Corporation and of the University of Illinois.
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GROWTH OF I.B.M. ELECTRON"IC DATA PROCESSING
OPERATIONS ON THE WEST COAST
NEIL D. MACDONALn
1.

A multimillion dollar expansio n
of the West Coast operations of International
Business Machines Corp., the greatest regional
expansion program in the company's histor y,
was announced in Los Angeles on Feb. 1.
The
program includes:
1- A new thirteen-story office buildin g
and data processing center of advanced
design in Los Angeles.
Construction
will start at Wilshire Boulevard and
Mariposa Avenue in mid-1956, and occupation by 600 IBM people t\' i l l get
undertvay in mid-1957. An IBM 704 and
a 705 will be in the Data Process i n g
Center here.
2- A six-story office building now nearing completion at Market and Fro n t
Streets in San Francisco. Occupation
by nearly 300 IBM people will begin in
February.
3- New manufacturing, engineering, and
education facilities at San Jose. Approximately 400,000 square feet wi 1 1
be built during this year and occupied
by 1,500 employees beginning in the
fall of 1956. The net" facili ties a t
San Jose tvill be built on a 190-acre
site in a campus-style arrangement.
4- A new office building in Santa Monica.
Over 150 people moved into this t w 0story structure in mid-January.
5- Data processing centers in Portland
and Seattle. These facilities, the
first of their type in the Pac i f i c
Northwest to use electronic data processing machines (Type 650), will b e
installed in Portland in Mar c h , in
Seattle in June.
Commenting on the building pro g ram,
Mr. Thomas J. Watson, Jr., president of IBM,
said: "On the Pacific Coast there is the largest concentration of giant electronic c 0 mputers in the world. We know from the heal thy
look of the business climate out here that the
surface has only been scratched in the computer
and data process ing market. ' Wi thin the ne x t
several months, scores more of these powerful
tools will be installed in business, industry,
- 10 -

and government enterprises in California, Oregon, and Washington. This is a major reason
tvhy IBM is building in Los Angeles, and is expanding its acti vi ties up and dOtvn the coastal
area."
The new buildings t..rill provide space for
IBM to carry out every phase of its activities
- research, development and product engineering, manufacturing, sales, service, and education4
II.
One of the world rs greatest concentrations
of "electronic brain power" has grown 0 n th e
West Coast in the past few years. Today, these
machines are in operation throughout the area,
and handle a wide Variety of conunercial and
technical problems for business, industry, and
governmen t. Many more wi 11 be ins ta 11 e d i n
the next few years. A large part of this "electronic brain power" consists of IBM electronic
computers. At the beginning of 1956, over 25
of the five IBM types of electronic data processing machines were installed and in operation on the West Coast, with scores more scheduled for delivery. These types are the IBM
650 -- medium-sized computer (magnetic drum)
- and the IBM 701,702,704,705 -- gia n tsized electronic computers. In addition, there
are several hundred IBM electronic calculators
such as the IBM 604, 607 and Card Programm e d
Calculator installed on the Coast.
Following are some 'examples:
Richland. Wash ••••• The General Electric
Company has an IBM 704 at its Hanford Atom i c
Products Operation; it is used for scientific
and engineering design and technical data reduction. The machine also processes'the 7,000
employee weekly payroll and handles other acc oun ting problems. .
Seat tIe. Wash. • ••• The Boeing Airp 1 an e
Company has had a 701 since December 1953 and
a 650 since 1 ast June. Both machines are used
to assis t engineers and des igners in sol v i n g
problems involved in the study of aerodynami~r
stress and structural development, and flight
testing of supersonic and jet aircraft and
guided missiles. The company will install a
705 later this year to handle payroll and labor
distribution for its 40,000 employees in this
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area, material requirements and stock controL
and accounts payable, which usually exc e e d
over 50,000 open purchase orders.
Anong the 650' s on order is one for the
Uni vers i ty of Washington for its com put e r
center, to be used for class instruction in
data processing and numerical analysis, in pure
science research, to facilitate grade prediction studies by the Admissions Department,and,
for about two hours a month, to handle the universi ty 9 s hourly payroll of 2,500. The grade
predic tion studies are expec ted to have tV ide
application in the educational world.
LIF E
Magazine devoted a page of its January 9 issue
to the system, which was developed by Dr. Paul
Horst, executive director of the university's
counseling and testing service division. Using
a complicated formula, Dr. Horst's system requires over 1,000 separate additions and multiplications to obtain each student's g r ad e
prediction for 32 subjects that can be taken
in four years of college. The IBM 650 wi 1 1
compute one forecast in about five sec onds.
It will compute predictions for an entering
Freshman class of 3,000 students in the tim e
it n01'l requires a trained clerk to work 0 u t
one forecast on a desk calculator.
Also the Department of Lighting, of Seattle, Washington, will use an IBM 650 fo r
computing customer electric utility bill s,
load statistics, payroll and related personnel data, stores accounting, and transportation cost allocation.

Jwurs.. It is expected that the Type 702 computations will serve the bank's headquarters
as well as branches in many other fie 1 d s 0 f
accounting.
Southern Pacific is installing two Typ e
650' s, the first primarily for pay roll and
labor distribution and related statisticalreports for 20,000 employees of the railroad for
whom payrolls are prepared in San Francisco;
the second, for other large volume paperwork
procedures in passenger and freight accounting.
To facilitate its plans to extend 650 procedures to payrolls prepared in other locations,
Southern Pacific has ordered four IBM 0 a t a
Transceivers for the telegraphic transmission
of timekeeping and payroll punched card data
from outlying points to central pro c e s si n g
locations.
Another 650 is scheduled for the Cal ifornia Packing Corporation, world's 1 a rg est
canner of fruits and vegetables - a tap eoperated 650 -- to handle sales analy sis reports. Other probable applic ations inc 1 u d e
raw products accounting, accounts receivable,
inventory control, order allocation, payroll,
cost accounting, and operations research proj ects.
Another 650 will go to Crot..,n Zellerbach
Corporation, which plans to use its mac h in e
ini tially for the preparation of c u s tom e r
orders, and later for invoice t'lriting, sales
accounting and statistics, and other accounting and production planning application.

Portland. Oregon •••• One of the 650 's to
be delivered is a machine for the 0 reg 0 n
Liquor Control Commission, which plans to use
its 650, in this instance a magnetic-tape operated model, to provide centralized inventory
control over the 150 retail outlets.
Suc h
control is not possible under the pre sen t
method; the commission expects the resulti n g
store and warehouse stock balance integration
will save thousands of dollars annually.
Also, the Bonneville Power Administration
will use its 650 to compute payroll, distribution, and leave records and an eng in e e ring
study of load flow. The use of a digital computer to handle the load flow study is a new
approach and is expected to have wide application in this field.
San Francisco. Calif ••••• The Ban k of
Americ a has in operation at its nel.., data processing center here an IBM 702 -- the firs t
large-scale, general-purpose machine of th i s
type to be installed in any bank. As the first
of many tasks it tdll perform for the ban k,
the 702 is processing about 90,000 individual
real estate loan accounts for customers of 66
of the bank's Bay area branches. It servic e s
all of the 90,000 accounts in less than four

Another 650 will go to the Pac i f i c
National Fire Insurance Company, which w i l l
use it for statistical distribution work and
rating and coding. The machine will eliminate
many steps in the company's accounting routines
and provide more complete records for management at reduced costs.
Another 650 will go to the U. S. P 0 s t
Office Department for the 12th Region of th e
department's Bureau of Finance. This 650 is
one of 12 being installed in these Post Office
regions throughout the country, primarily for
general and disbursement accounting, management reports and man-hour control. The 12th
Region here is responsible for the payroll of
12,500 postal employees, with upcoming changes
and conversions expected to swell this figure
to 41,000 by June.
San Jose. Calif . . . . . Stanford University
has just installed a 650 in its corn put in g
center here. The center shares the rna chi n e
with Stanford Research Institute in solving
more complicated mathematical problems t han
it was poss ible to solve previously, both for
industrial researchers and for investigators
in departments of the university.
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atory. It is used for the physical conversion
Moffet t Field, Cal if. • .... The Nat i on a 1
of pressure, temperature, and fuel measurements
Advisory Cormni ttee for Aeronautics has a 65
in operation at the Ames Aeronautical Laborasampled at high speed in rantiet devel opme n t
tory, to aid in solving complex mathematical
tests; and it is also used to expedite design
calculations connected with aeronautical r eand development of ranti et components and a csearch in transonic and supersonic flight ..
cessories. The computer processes d a t a in to
calcula1;.ed form for engineering analysis within
Sacramento, Calif ........ The State of Caltwo and a half hours after completion of a test
ifornia Department of Employment is scheduled
run of a rantiet -- five times faster than preto start using its 702 this month for processvious methods used.
ing unemployment and disability ins u ran c e
claims.. This is the first state to apply e 1The Systems Research Corporation tfill inectronic data processing equipment to s tat e
stall an IBM 704 in the computing center it is
government operations. The 702 will han die
planning here. The machine will be uti 1 iz e d
five main applications: processing of about
in the center's solving of problems of complex
20,000 claims each tveek, involving referenc e
guidance and control sys tems, both techn i cal
to magnetic tape records on 5,400,000 employand military.
ees; employer notice preparation for each employer affected by a claim; fraud rna tc h to
Canoga Park. Calif ....... The Rocketdy n e
detect possible cases where claims have been
Division of North American Aviation tdll install
paid to those earning wages above stip ula ted
a 704 in the near future. Problems to be hanamounts; keeping wage earnings records current
dled on the machine include the reduction and
by quarterly up-dating of the master wage recanalysis of rocket engine performance d a t a ..
ord, td th each up-dating in v 0 I vi n gab 0 u t
Atomics International Division of the company
8,000,000 change items; and maintaining employwill use the 704 for research, design, develer accounting records for 400,000 employe rs ,
opment, engineering, and produc tion prob Ie m s
of tvhich 270,000 are active at anyone time;
associ ated with nuclear reac tors for use i n
determination of tax rates from these and the
industrial, medical, and scientific rese arc h ,
and for the production of useful power.
claims records ..

°

The State of California Departmentm Public Works has recently ordered a 650, w h i c h
will be used for computing problems involve d
in the construction of highways, bridges, and
other public works, as well as to process cost
accounting and inventory data.
The McClellan Air Force Base uses an IBM
650 for inventory control, maintenance costs,
and the projection of aircraft parts requirements to flOt'l through the Sacramento Air Materiel Area's supply pipe-line ..
Burbank. Calif ...... The Lockheed Aircraft
Corporation has tl'10 701' s installed at its California Division. The giant machines are usually in operation 24 hours a day, seven da y s
a week, handling both engineering and production data. Lockheed's Mathematics Analy sis
Department uses the machines to handle a wide
variety of problems related to aircraft design,
such as aerodynamic performance and stability,
thermal dynamics, and s truc tural and f 1 i g h t
dynamics. Production data handled on the 701 's
by Lockheed's Factory Data Processing G ro u p
include: preparation of the proj ect base schedule; parts schedul ing; shop order tV r i tin g;
direct labor hour forecasting; parts activity
ledgers.. Future planned applications inclUde
material control, and payroll and labor d istribution. Lockheed will soon replace the tt."o
701 's tvith two 704'g Ivhich will double the
computing. capacity of the installation ..
Van Nuys. Calif ...... Marquardt Aircraft
Company has a 650 at its Air Force Jet Labor-

Los Angeles, Calif. .. ..... Among 705' son
order here are machines for the Auto mob i 1 e
Club of Southern California, the Farmers Insurance Group, and the Prudential Insurance Co mpany of America. The Automobile Club will use
its 705 to handle insurance records and membership production and accounting to provide better
service to its 443,000 members. The Fa rme r s
Insuranc~ Group machine tdll be applied to maintenance of policy-in-force records, pre mi u m
billing of over 2,000,000 policyholders, and
preparation of accounting records, commission
statements, and statistical analyses.
The
Prudential's 705 will be installed in its Westem
Home Office, and Idll handle a variety 0 f i nsurance premium billing operations and related
accounting procedures. Similar 705 machines
will be installed in the company's other home
offices in Chicago, Houston, Jacksonville,Minneapolis, and Netfark ..
Chrysler Corporation's West Coast Division
uses a 650 for handling payroll and calculating
material requi~ements and shipping schedules.
The machine also will be used for pe r pet u a 1
inventory.
Among the 650's on order are ones for the
City's Department of Water and Power, the Mayt'lood Air Force Depot, and the Occidental L i f e
Insurance Company of California. The Water and
POtver Department plans to use its 650 in p a yroll preparation, stores accountings, and transportation and construction equipment accounting ..
The Maywood Air Force Depot's machine will be
one of the 650's to be used at about 16
Air
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Materiel Command installations throughout the
country, principally for keeping perpetual inventory records; such records include accounting for the monetary value of each transaction
affecting the Command's stock piles of over a
milliori items. Initial applications 0 f the
Occidental Life 650 will be premium selection
and computation, determination of correct policy and rider forms, and data processing involved in policy writing and recordkeeping.
Santa Monica, Calif. . ... North Americ an
Aviation, Inc. has two 701's installed in its
main plant at the Los Angeles Intern at ion a 1
Airport" for handling almost every type of aeronautical engineering problem, from the sele c tion of the basic configuration of the aircraft,
through aerodynamic and structural design, to
the analysis of flight test data. Plans are
now under t'lay to expand the use of th e s e machines to include recordkeeping and data p r 0cessing for accounting functions. Later this
year, the company ldll replace the two 701' s
wi th two 704 's to further expand com put in g
capacity.
The Rand Corporation has made extensive
use of an IBM 701 for over two years msolving
a wide variety of problems in economics, mathematics, aircraft, miss iles, electronics, n uclear energy and the social sciences. The machine has been moved to the company's West .Los
Angeles location to make way for a new 704 at
its main building. In addition, two more 704' s
will be installed in a new building under construction in Santa Monica to house Rand's System Development Division, which is playing a n
important role in the SAGE proj ec t, the n e t1T
automatic aircraft control and warning system
l'lhich is being developed for the Air Defen s e
Command.
Douglas Aircraft Company has tw 0 701' s
installed and one 704 on order. Thanks to the
company's first 701, installed at its pIa n t
here for almost three years, the giant DC-7
transport got into the air months a h e a d of
schedule. The machine is kept busy seven days
a week solving engineering and scientific problems-on all Douglas commercial air transports
-- the DC-6B, DC-7, DC-7C's and development of
the DC-8. The Douglas El Segundo plant a Is 0
has a 701 in 24-hour use every day of the week,
shared with the company's Long Beach plant, on
vital engineering problems for the Navy onthe
A 3 D Skywarrior, A 4 'D Skyhawk and F 4 DSkyray, and for the Air Force on the C-133 Cargo
Transport and RB-66 Twin Jet Bomber. The Douglas 704 will be installed at the El Segu nd 0
plant to expand scientific computation power.
Culver City, Calif •.••. Hughes Aircraft
Company has ins taIled three 650' s which are at
work aiding in guided missile design, do in g
material and labor distribution accoun tin g,

arid" handling a score of routine paper t\'
jobs and complex engineering problems.

r k

Point Mugu, Calif .•••• The U. S. N a v y
has in operation at the Naval Air MissileTest
Center here an IBM 650 for processing d a t a
collected during the launching and flight 0 f
guided missiles.
San Diego, Calif .•••• The Ryan Aeronautical Company has a 650 for handling many e ngineering problems, including: calc u 1 at ion s
for the development of Ryan's automatic navigator; flight path studies for guided missile
projects, and the solution of complex matrix
problems involved in the radically new design
of the company's jet vro <vertical take 0 f f)
airplane.
China Lake, Calif .•••. The U. S. Naval
Ordnance Test Station here has had a 701 for
over two years which is being used for calculating rocket and missile performance and to
simulate flight conditions of these devices.
Research on physical properties of mate ria 1 s
and other studies are als 0 aided by the machine.
An IBM 704 is included in the station's pIa n
to more than double its present com put i n g
facilities.
San Bernadino, Calif. . ... The Air Materiel
Area at the Norton Air Force Base here recently
installed a 650, which is utilized for supply
and aircraft maintenance accounting.
Santa Ana, Calif ••••. The State Far m
Mutual Insurance Company has a 650 on 0 r d e r
for its branch here. It will be used chiefly
for processing automobile insurance data. The'
machine will do premium rating and per for m
selective underwriting by separating risks not
requiring checking from those requiring checking.

- END ~c
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* ------------------------ *
Forum

IBM 702 COMPUTING SERVICE
A. R. Zipf, San Francisco, Cal.
In connec tion with your roster on aut 0matic computing services you may wish to list
the follotdng:
Bank of America National Trust and S av in g s
Association, Controllers Department, Equipment Research Section, 500 Howard St., San
Francisco, Cal. / IBM 702 Automatic Digital
Computer / Unrestricted
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AUTOMATION MEETING AND EXHIBITION,
'PARIS, FRANCE, JUNE 18-24, lq56

HIGHLIGHTS OF THE INTERNATIONAL
ANALOGY COMPUTATION MEETING,
BRUSSELS, SEPT. 26-oCT. 2, 1955

F. H. Raymond
President of the French Association
of Electronic Engineers
President of the 8th Section
(Applied Electronics)
of the "Societe des Radioelectriciens"
10, rue d'Ayen
Saint Germain-En-Laye (S.& 0.), France

E. L. Harder, Director, Analytical Dept.,
Westinghouse Electric Corp.,
East Pittsburgh, Pa., and
American Vice President,
Association Internationale
pour Ie Calcul Analogique

Having duly considered that Electronic
Engineers should take the initiative to organize a meeting, in Paris, for discussing questions relative to "Automatics", wehave selected
the week from the 18th to the 24th June 1956.
It clearly stands out that the success of
this endeavor calls for the collaborati 0 n 0 f
all personalities, associations and scientffic
institutions.
We shall have to define with precision
what we exactly mean by the term "Automatics".
If we say that it is the science of automatic
operation, the definition is not c 1 ear nor
qui te appropriate, but it gives a general idea
of the subject involved.
Already, the term "Automation" stimulates
a great interest. Let us understand that by
Automation we shall refer to the applicat ion
of Automatics to Industrial Production.
If we consider that all Engineers have to
become conscious of the importance of Automation - whence the ini tiati ve taken by E 1 e ctronic Engineers, -- Automatics 0 f fer san
extensive subject for study by scientists, and
accordingly our Congress will extend much beyond the scope of Automation such as define d
above.
The economic and social aspects 0 f th e
problem will also be included in our programs.
Finally, we will organize an exhibition,
the documentary and didactic nature of whic h
ldll be demonstrated by industrial realiz ations.
The tentative program is as follows:
Automatics:

Definition of Automatics
Present theoretical concepts
-- engineering point of view
-- electronics point of view
Fields of application
- technical
-- scientific
-- economic

This meeting was important in b ring i n g
together for the first time representatives of
all of the principal analog computing proj ects
in Europe together with a good representation
from principal projects in the United States.
The latter included the analog installa tion s
at Mass. Inst. of Technology, Wright Air Force
Base, and Westinghouse Electric Corp., as well
as Washington Uni versi ty, Notre Dame University,
and University of Cincinnati.
The "Microreseau" or miniature power system network for direct testing was set forth,
in contrast to electronic analog and networ k
calculator techniques for studying the behavior
of rotating machines on interconnected electric
power systems. The conference provides a thoroughgoing review of all the latest techniques
of analog computation, including many m 0 r e
widely used in Europe than the States. For
example, some of the lates t advances in t his
field are the electrolytic tank techniques at
the Institut Blaise Pascal in Paris (of which
F. H Raymond is an advisor) and at the Un iversity of Brussels. The use of capaciitive
elements as function generators and for p e rforming other computing functions in c ar'r i e r
type analog computers have been highly d:eveloped. These were described and on display.
I

A wide range of nel" non-linear tec~niques
were described, many of them using operational
amplifiers in novel ways.
At the close of the meeting, an international organiZation was formed, known as th e
"Association Internationale Pour Ie Cal c u 1
Analogique", having its seat in Brussels. This
association has as its purpose the exchange of
information among specialists, manufacturers,
and users, interested in analog methods of calculation, by means of the organiz at ion 0 f
periodic international meetings and expositions,
scientific publications, and contacts with associations for study of numeric me tho d s 0 f
calculations. Individuals interested in becoming associated with this organiz ation may
apply to the Secretariat des Journees In te rnationales de Calcul Analogique, 50, ave.F.D.
Roosevelt, Brussels, Belgium.

- END -
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INTERNATIONAL ANALOGY CO~UTATION MEETING, BRUSSELS,BELGIUM
Sept. 26 to Oct. 2, 1955 -. Program, and Ti tIes of Papers

e

This meeting was organized by the So c i e t
BeIge des Ingenieurs des TiHeconununication s e t
D'Electronique (S.I.T.E.L.) in collaboration with
the Societe BeIge des Electriciens andllie Societe
BeIge des Mecaniciens. The address of the Organizing Committee lias 50, Ave. F. D. Rooseve I t ,
Brussels, Belgium. The portion of the program of
permanent interest follows:
THE SPEAKERS (BY COUNTRY):
ALLEMAGNE (GERMANY)
Dhen, W., Dipl. Ingenieur, Assistent, Technisch e
Hochschule, Darmstadt (G-22)
Gundlach, F. W., Dr. Ing. Professor, Technische
Universitat, Berlin (G-40)
Leseman, K. J., Dipl. Ing., InstitutfurPraktische
Mathematik, Technische Hochschule, Darmstad t
(F-53)
BELGIQUE
Bridoux, G., Ingenieur, A. 1. Br., Univers i t e
Libre de Bruxelles (K-8)
Degesves, A., Professeur, Faculte Poly technique
de Mons (B-21)
Germain, P., Docteur en Sciences Mathematiques ,
University Libre de Bruxelles (D35A, B)
Haus, F., Professeur, Universites de Gand et de
Liege (L-43)
Isabeau, J., Ingenieur A. I. Br., Universite Libre
de Bruxelles (G-49)
Lafleur, C., Ingenieur A. 1. Br., Universite Libre
de Bruxelles (K-8)
Peretz, R., Ingenieur, A. 1. Br., Universite Libre
de Bruxelles (A-70A, C-70 B)
Renchon, R., Ingenieur -- Chef de Service, Union
Generale BeIge d'Electricite (M-19)
Witsenhausen, H., Ingenieur A. I. Br., Universite
Libre de Bruxelles (C-97)
CANADA
Hooper, F., Professor, Mechanical Dept., Univ. of
Toronto (P-54)
ESPAGNE (SPAIN)
Garcia Santesmases, Professor a 1 'Universi te de
Madrid (A-33)
Gonzales del Valle, Ingenieur des Telecommunications, Madrid (L-38)
Rogla Altet, V., Ingenieur -- Professeur, Ecole
des Ponts et Chaussees, Madrid (F-79)
ETATS-UNIS (U.S.A.)

De Vogelaere, R., Associate Professor, University
of Notre-Dame, Ind. (L-16)
- 15 -

Juhasz, S., Executive Editor, Applied Mechanic s
Review, Midwest Research Institute, Kansas City,
Mo. (P-54)
Harder, E. L., Director, Analytical Section, WestinghoUie Electric Co., Pa. (Conf 9/28, 9:00 42)
Honnell, P. M., Professor of Electrical Engineering, Washington University, Miss. (L-45)
Horn, R. E., Instructor in Electrical Engineering,
Washington University, Miss. (L-45)
Ludeke, C. A., Associate Professor of P hy sic s ,
University of Cincinnati, Ohio (N-57)
Seifert, W. W., Director, Dynamic Analysis and
Control Laboratory, M.I.T., Cambridge (C-83B,
E-83A)
Warshawsky, L. M., Chief, Analog Section, A e r 0nautical Research Laboratory, Wright Air Development Center, Ohio {A-92)
FRANCE
Andre, G., Chef de Departement, S.E.A. Courbevoie
(A-3)
Armanville, J., Ingenieur, S.E.A. Cour b e v 0 i e
(A-IS)
Ballet, M., Ingenieur Principal du Genie Maritime,
Direction des Constructions et Armes Navale s
(L-12)
Boscher, J. L., Attache de Recherches, C. N. R. S.,
Paris (K-6)
Braffort, P. L., Ingenieur, Centre d 'Etudes N ucleaires de Saclay (M-7)
Brodin, J., Professeur, Laboratoire de Recherches
Balistiques et Aerodynamiques, Vernon (Con f •
9/30, 9:00 - 9)
Cahen, G., Ingenieur General du Genie Mar i time,
Direction des Constructions et Armes Navale s ,
Cherbourg (L-12)
Carteron, J., Ingenieur Chercheur, Electricite de
France (E-14)
de Brem, F. R., Chef de Section, Gaz de Fr a nc e
(8-20)
Duquenne, R., Ingenieur, O. N. E. R. A., (0-23)
Fournier, A., Sous-Directeur, Laboratoire National
d 'Essais (K-29)
Froidevaux, C., Physicien, Laboratoire Nation a 1
d 'Ess ais (K-29)
Gendreau, G., Ingenieur, Centre d 'Etudes Nucleaires
de Saclay (D-34)
Girerd, J., Ingenieur du Genie Atomique, Laboratdre
Derveaux (A-36)
Henon, M. C., Agrege de Physique, Institut d'Astrophysique, Paris (B-44)
Huard de la Marre, Attache de Recherches, C. N. R.
S. (K-47)
Liebaut, A., Charge de Conferences a 1 'Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, Paris (P-54)
Malavard, L., Professeur, Facul te des Sciences de
Paris (Conf. 9/28, 14:00 -- 61)
Miroux, J., Ingenieur de Recherches, Vanves (K-64)
Parodi, Professeur, Conservatoire National des
Arts et Metiers, Paris (L-68)
Piel, G., Chef du Departement de Calcul Numerique,
S. E. A. Courbevoie (G-80)
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Raymond,F. H., Directeur, S. E. A. Courbevo i e
Humphrey. Davies, Reader in Electrical Engineering.
Imperial College of Science and Technology,City
(Conf. 9/27, 11:00 -- 72A)
and Guilds College, London (B-48)
Renard, G., Attache de Recherches, C. N. R. S. ,
Paris (0-74)
Kendall, P., Research Engineer, Electrical Research
Association, Greenford (M-63)
Renouard, P., Ingenieur en Chef, Gaz de F ran ce,
Liebmann, G., Senior Research Physicist, Research
La Plaine St.-Denis (P-76)
Laboratory. Associated Electrical Industrie s
Revuz, J;, Ingenieur, O. N. E.' R. A. Eaubo nne
(0-77)
Ltd., Aldermaston (Conf. 9/29. 14:00 - 55A,
0-55B)
Robert,
J., Ingenieur a la Direction Etudes et
MacLusky, Senior Scientific Officer. Elec tr onic s
Recherches. Electricite de France, Par~ (B-78)
Division. Atomic Energy Research. Harwell (N-59)
Salvat, M., Ingenieur. Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires
Michel. J. G. L., Di'rector Department of Scientific
Saclay, Gif-sur-Yvette (S. et 0) (0-34)
and Industrial Research. National Physica I LabScanlan. R. H.; Charge de Recherches. Laboratoire
oratory, Teddington (Coni. 9/29. 9:00 -- 62)
BI_aise Pascal, C. N. R. S., Chatillon - sou s Miedzinski, J •• -Senior Research Engineer. E 1 e cBagneux (K-82)
trical Research Association. Perivale, GreenSokoloff, B., Ingenieur. Groupe Electronique, Cie.
ford (M-63)
Franc aise Thomson Houston, Paris (E-84)
Palmer. P. J •• Doctor. Department of Civ:l EnginUffler. H. J •• Directeur. Technique du Dep. Calcueering, University of Birmingham (K-67)
lateur. Cie. Generale de T. S. F •• Paris (P-87)
Paul, R. J. A., Head of Electronics Sec t ion.
Short Brothers & Harland Ltd., Belfast <M-69)
Redshaw. S. C•• Professor of Civil Engineerin g ,
ITALIE
University of Birmingham (K-73)
Saraga, W., Doctor Phil., Telephone Manufacturing
Perot to'. P. G.. Ingenieur, Fiat Dipartimento EsCo. Ltd •• Pettsl'lood. Orpington, Kent. (L-81A,
perienze, Torino (A-71)
P-8IB)
Williams. R. W., Head of Simulator Section, En g!ish Electric Co. Ltd., Luton, Bedfordshire
PAYS-BAS (NETHERLANDS)
(C-94)
t'lilson. 1., A. M. 1. E. E., Abingdon (E-96)
Brouwer. G., Ingenieur. Research Laboratories,
Philips. Eindhoven (K-IO)
Ens ing, L., Research Engineer, Koninklij ke Sh e 11
SUEDE (SWEDEN)
Lnboratorium (N-25)

a.

Backstrom. M., Professor. Royal Ins ti tute of Technology. Stockholm (P-54)
Elgeskog, E •• Tekn. Lic •• Chalmers University of
Technology. Goteborg (C-24)
Lofgren. L., Research Engineer, Research Institute
of National Defence. Stockholm (G-56A. B)
Wallman. H•• Professor, Chalmers University of
Technology. Goteborg (Conf. 9/30. 14: 00 -- 90)
Wentzel. N. V •• Master of Science. Chalmers University of Technology. Goteborg (C-93)

POLOGNE (POLAND)
Lukaszewic z , L •• Charge de Cours. Academie Polonaise des Sciences (L-52)
ROYAUME-UNI (UNITED KINGDOM)
Archibald. J. I •• Professional Engineer. 0 e c c a
Radar Ltd. (F-D
Baker. B. 0., Electrical Engineer. The General
Elec tric Co. Ltd. (0-2)
Bergman. G. D., Electronic Engineer. Kings College

SUISSE (SWITZERLAND)
Choquard. P. F•• Docteur es-Sciences, Battelle
Memorial Institute. Geneve (N-5~)
Cue nod • M.. Ingenieur, Societe Ge n era Ie po u r
l'Industrie (M-19)
Erismann. T. L •• Chef de departement. Amsler e t
Cie •• Schaffhouse (F-26)
Gallo. M•• Docteur Ingenieur, Cont-raves S. A.,
Zurich (F-32)
Luscher. J., Ingenieur Electricien. Bat t e l Ie
Memorial Institute, Carouge. Geneve (N-58)

(L-4)

,-

Blake. D. V., A. M. 1. E. E •• National Physic a 1
Laboratory (N-5)
Burt, E •• Principal Scientific Officer. Royal Aircraft Establishment (P-ll)
Coales. J. F •• Electric'al Engineer. Cambridge
University. Engineering Dept. (E-17)
Crowley-MillJng, M., Research Engineer, Metropolitan Vickers Elec. Co. Ltd. (F-18)
Fisher, M. E., Physicist, King's College (L-27)
Foody, J. J., Chief Mathematician. Short Brothers
and Harland Ltd. (E-28)
Fuchs, H., Engineer, Uni vers ity of Sou th amp ton
(M-30)
Gai t. J. J .• Principal Scientific Officer. Royal
Aircraft Establishment (A-31)
Gomperts. R. J., Mathematical Physicist. The English Electric Co. Ltd. (A-37)
Gordon, R. L.. Ph.D •• Safety in Mines Researc h
Establishment (G-39)
Hales. A. W•• Electrical Engineer. Central Electricity Authority, London (B-41)

YOUGOSLA VIE
Madic. P •• Ingenieur d'Electrotechnique, Instit u t· "Boris Kidric". Belgrade (M-60)
Mi trovic, D•• Docteur es-Sciences. Chef du La boratoire de Mathematiques appliquees, Instibrt
"Boris Kidric", Belgrade (A-65)
Obradovic, 1., Directeur, Institut "Nikola Tesla".
Belgrade (E-66)
Tomovic. R•• Docteur es-Sciences Techniques, Insti tut "Boris Kidric". Belgrade (C-86)
- 16 -
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PROGRAM OF MEETINGS
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 27
11:00

Conference de M.F.H. RAYMOND: "Les Analyseurs differentiels electroniques". (Comm.

WILLIAMS: "Resis tance PotentiolOOters as Functio n
Generators in Analogue Computers". (Comm.94).
PERETZ: "Operateurs -elec troniques non-lineaires".
(Comm. 70B).
WITSENHAUSEN: "Principes de realisation d 'elenents
non-lineaires pour Ie calcul anal ogique".
(Comm. 97).

72A)

14:00
SECTION A. -- SALLE I.

Conference de M. L. MALAVARD: "La method e
d 'analogie rneoelectrique; ses possibilites
et ses tendances". (Comm. 61).

14:00 to 18:00 President: M.F.H. RAYMOND
SECTION D. -- SALLE II.
GAIT': "Tridac -- A large analogue computer f o r
flight simulation". (Comm. 31)
COMPERTS: "Luton Analog Computer". (Comm. 37).
PEROTTO: "The F. 1. A. T. Analog Computer". (Comm.71)
WARSHAWSKY: "Wadc's Net\' Large Analog Compu ter".
(Comm. 92)
ANDRE: "Caracteristiques et evolution du materiel
standard S.E.A. de precision, lineaire et nonlineaire, pour Ie calcul analogique". (Comm.3)
ARMANVILLE: "Caracteristiques et applications du
Calculateur analogique S.E.A. -- type O. M. E.
12". (Comm. 15).
GARCIA SANTESM~ES: "Un Analyseur differentiel" •
(Comm. 33).
GIRERD: "Le Calculateur analogique Djinn des Laboratoires Derveaux". (Comm. 36).
MITROVIC: "Analyseur differentiel de l' Ins ti t u t
Boris Kidric". (Conun. 65).
PERETZ: "Quelques aspects de 1 'ensemble analogique
electronique de L 'Universite Libre de Bruxelles'!
(Conun. 70A).

15:00 to 18:00 President: M. L. MALAVARD
BAKER: "An Electrolytic Tank Analogue Compute r
for Plotting Electron Traj ectories in Sp ace
Charge Fields". (Conun. 2).
LIEBMANN: "Resistance -- Network'analogud IOOthod
for solving plane stress problems". (Comm.55B)
DUQUENNE: "Etude analogique des ailes en regime
ins tationnaire" • (Comm. 23).
GENDREAU et SALVAT: "EtablisselOOnt
1 'aide de la
cuve rheographique ~ fond modele de la cart e
du champ dans la culasse d 'un aimant". (Cormn.
34) •
GERMAIN: "Quelques caracteristiques physiques du
~apier graphite utilis~ dans 1 'analogie rheoelectrique". (Comm.35A). "Mesure directe
du gradient ~lectrique dans une cuve rheogra~·
ique" • (Cormn. 35B).
RENARD: "Etude analogique de la torsion des arbes
de revolution comportant une gorge". (Comm.74).
REVUl: "Etude analogique du soufflage au bord de
fui te d' un prof il d' aile" • (Comm. 77).

a

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 28
SECTION E. -- SALLE I.
9:00

Conference de M.E.L. HARDER: "Electric a 1
Network Analyzers". (Comm. 42).

SECTION B. -- SALLE I.
10:00 to 12:00 President: M.E.L. HARDER
de BREM: "Tables electriques analogiques pour Ie
calcul des reseaux mailles -- La table lineaire
du Gaz de France". (Comm. 20).
DEGESVES: "Le microreseau". (Cormn. 21).
HENON: "CAREDDOL ou Calculateur analogique po u r
la resolution des equations diff~renti e 11 e s
lineaires du deuxieme ordre". (Comm. 44).
ROBERT: "Le Microreseau -- Etudes qu'il perm et
d 'entreprendre; perfectionnelOOnts rece n ts " •
(Comm. 78).
HALES: "The Central Electricity Authority D. C.
Network Analyser". (Comm. 41).
HUMPHREY DAVIES: "A steady-state Analyser us in g
transformers". (Comm. 48).

15:00 to 18:00 President: M.W.W. SEIFERT
SEIFERT: "The role of Computing Machines in the
Analysis of Complex Systems". (Comm.83A).
CARTERON: "Organisation et utilisation du calculateur analogique d'Electricit~ de France".
(Comm. 14).
OBRADOVIC: "L 'application combin~e des machin e s
tournantes et du calculateur analogique electronique dans la resolution des problemes de
regulation automatique". (Comm.66).
SOKOLOFF: "Application des techniques analogiques
au trace des trajectoires d 'avions." (Comm.B4).
COALES: "The use of Computing Elements in aut 0matic Control Sys tems". (Comm. 17).
FOODY: "The Analogue Computer in Aircraft Design
Problems involving nonlinearities". (Comm.28).
WILSON: "The application of analogue computi n 9
techniques to the solution of overall nuclear
reactor control and safety problems". (Comm.96) •

SECTION C-- SALLE I I •
'HIUR) DAt SEPTEMBER 29

10:00 to 12:00 President: M. R. TOMOVIC
9:00 Conference de M.J.G.L. MICHEL: "The mechTOMOVIC: "Sur une methode augment ant la precision
anical differential analyser, rec en t d evelopments and applications". (Comm. 62)
d'un generateur de fonctions". (Conun. 86).
ELGESKOG: "Photoformer analysis". (Comm. 24).
SECTION F. -- SALLE I.
SEIFERT: "The Generation of Functions of two Independent Variables". (Comm. 83B).
WENTZEL: "Electronic Function Generators". (Comm.
10:00 to 12:00 Pr~sident: M.G.J.L. MICHEL
93) •
- 17 -
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SECTION L. -- SALLE II.
ERISMAN: "Nouvelles compos antes de calcul pour calculateurs JOOca~iques analogiques". (Comm. 26).
GALLO: "Un nouveau calculateur analogique universel
15:00 to 18:00 Pr~sident: M. PARODI
pour la resolution d'~quations differentielles
et d' autres problemes". (Comm. 32).
PARODI: "Le probleme de la localisation des valeurs
ROGLA: ''Machine analogique pour calculs algebric arac teristiques des matrices". (Comm. 68).
ques " • (Comm. 79).
"
BERGMANN: "A new electronic analogue storage d eARCHIBALD: "The application of Pinwheel Gears a s
vice". (Comm. 4).
Function Generators in Light-Weight Computers".
FISHER: "Higher order differences in the analogue
(Comm. 1).
solution of partial differential equa ti ons".
CROWLEY-MILLING: "An analogue computer for solving
(Comm. 27).
the equations of motion in particle acceleratSARAGA: "Graphical methods of computation and deors" • (Comm. 18).
sign considered as analogue computing method".
LESEMAN: "Particulars and application of the dif(Comm. 81A).
ferential analyser 1. P. M. -- Ott". (Comm. 53).
CAHEN et BALLET: "Etude des matrices par les analogies ~lectriques. Valeurs Qropres et modes.
SECTION G. -- SALLE II.
Applications aux vibrations ~lastiques l' (Comm.
12),
10:00 to 12:00 President: M.F.W. GUNDLACH
DE VOGELAERE: "A new method for the determination
of periodic solutions of nonlinear differentiru
GUNDLACH: "A new electron-beam multiplier with an
equations" • (Comm. 16).
electrostatic hyperbolic field". (Comm. 40).
GONZALES DEL VALLE: "Le calculateur analogique C.
ISABEAU: "Un multiplieur-diviseur analogiq ue".
A.C. " (Comm. 38).
(Comm. 49).
HAUS: "Etude de l'atterrisage automatique des avions
PIEL: "Conversion arithm~tique-analogique au moyen
par calculateur analogique". (Comm. 43).
d 'un d~codeur special ~ relais". (Comm. 80).
HONNEL and HORN: ''Matrices in electronic differenDHEN: "Special computing units of the electronic
tial analyzers". (Comm.45)' Pres e nted by
repeti tive. analog computer Darmstadt". (Comm.22).
Monsieur PERETZ.
GORDON: "An analogue computing circuit for the
LUKASZEWICZ: "Construction simplifiee d'un analevaluation of the ratio of two slowly-vary in g
yseur de polynome algebrique". (Comm.52).
potentials". (Comm. 39).
LOFGREN: "Predictors in time-shared Analog C 0 mputers". (Comm. 56A). "Analog mu 1 tip 1 i e r
FRIDAY, SEPTEMBER 30
based on the Hall effect". (Comm. 56B).
9:00 Conference de M. J. BRODIN: "Pedagogie con14:00 Conf~rence de M. G. LIEBMANN: "Resistance
crete du calcul fonctionnel 1 in eair e "
-- Network Analogues". (Comm. 55A).
(Comm. 9).

SECTION K. -- SALLE I.

SECTION M. -- SALLE II.

15:00 to 18:00

10:00 to 12:00 President: M. J. BRODIN

President: M. G. LIEBMANN

"
BOSCHER: "Application des reseaux
superpos "e s ,a
1 'etude des plaques elastiques". (Comm.6).
BRlDOUX et LAFLEUR: "Etude analogique des courbes
d'attenuation et de dephasage d'une fonction
de transfert-au moyen d'une approximation dlun
plan conducteur par un reseau maille de resistances" • (Comm. 8).
FOURNIER et FROIDEVAUX: "Appareil analogique pour
1 'etude des reg fmes thermiques va r i ab 1 e s" •
(Comm. 29).
HUARD DE LA MARRE: "Sur 1 I imposi tion des con d itions aux limites dans les reseaux de conductances". (Comm. 47).
MIROUX: "Sur un reseau ~ selfs et capacites pour
1 'etude de certains ecoulements supersoniques".
(Cumm. 64).
SCANLAN: "Analyseur
reseaux resistifs p 0 u r
1 'etude de certaines equations aux d -e r i vee s
partielles interessant la theorie des s t r u c tures". (Conun. 82).
BROUWER: "Network Analogue solution of a specia 1
class of simultaneous differential equations".
. (Comm. 10).
.
PALMER: "Solution of elastic foundation problems
by means of a resistance network". (Comm. 67).
REDSHAW: "A resistance network of novel construction for solving certain prblems in elasticity".
(Comm. 73).

a
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FUCHS: "Some cons iderations of the a c cur a c y of
linear analogue computers". (Comm. 30).
MADIC: "Experience with an analogue computing machine for solving linear algebraic equations".
(Comm. 60).
MIEDZINSKI and KENDALL: "Versatility in netw 0 r k
analyzers" • (Comm. 63).
PAUL: "Some factors affecting the ace ur a c y of
elec tronic analogue computers". (Comm. 69).
BRAFFORT: "Problemes de structure dans Ie calcul
analogique". (Comm. 7).
CUENOD et RENCHON: "Le calcul analogique e t 1 a
notion de rigueur chez l'ingenieur". (Comm.19).
RAYMOND: "Quelques considerations sur la not ion
de precision des calculateurs analogiques."
(Comm. 72B).
SECTION N. -- SALLE I.
10:00 to 12:00 President: M.C.A. LUDEKE
LUDEKE: "Analogies and Simulators for sol v i n g
non-linear differential equations". (Comm.57).
CAILLET: "La simulation du circuit thermique dans
un reacteur nucleaire". (Comm. 13).
BLAKE: "The N.P.L. Electronic simulator". (Comm.5).
LUSCHER and CHOQUART: "A transistor-simulator".
(Comm. 58).

•
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ENSING: "Delay-Line synthes izer process simulator".
(Comm. 25).
MAC LUSKY: "An analogue computer simulating the
kinetics of a complete nuclear power 5 tation".
(Comm. 59).

•

engineers

14:00 Conierence du Professeur H. WALLMAN: "Special computers". (Comm. 90).

and

SECTION P. -- SALLE I.
15:00 to 17:00 P~sident: Professeur H. WALLMAN
LIEBAUT-BACKSTROM-JUHASZ-OOOPER: "Analogie hydraulique pour les ~changeurs de chaleur ~ contrecourant ou ~ double passage". (Comm. 54).
RENOUARD: "Un appareil analogique hydrauUque pour
1 'etude de 1 'ecoulement du gaz dans une conduite
en r~gime variable". (Comm. 76).
UFFLER: "Proc~de de Cal cuI par courants haute frequence" • (Comm. 87).
BURT: "An ana~ogue machine for the measurement of
5 pec tral dens i ty" •
(Comm. 11).
SARAGA: "Graphical methods of computation and d esign considered as analogue computing methods".
(Comm. 81B).

i• ~~~J~~w~~o~t~O~~~1~~ i•
I•
I•
qualified individuals who have the
ability to lead and to participate in
the development of Digital Computation activities in the fields of:

•
•
•
•
•

EXHIBITION
The Exhibition showed a collection of analogue
computers and devices using the techniques of analogue computation.

•

EXHIBITORS
Beckman, Berkeley Division (U.S.A.)
S. A. Van Der Heyden, 49, rue du Marais,
Bruxelles, Belgique
Compagnie Francaise Thomson-Houston
Groupe Electronique
173, boulevard Haussmann, Paris 8, 'France
Compagnie Generale de Telegraphie sans Fil
79, boulevard Haussmann, Paris 8, France
Contraves AG
Schaffhauserstrasse 580, Zurich, Suisse
Elliott arothers (London) Limited
Computing Division, Elstree Way,
Borehamwood, Hertfordshire, England
Laboratoire National d'Essais
Minist~re de 1 'Education Nationale
Conservatoire des Arts et Metiers
292, rue Saint-Martin, Paris 3, France
Laboratoires R. Derveaux
6, rue Jules Simon,Boulogne-sur-Seine, France
Short Brothers & Harland Limited
Seaplane Works
Queens Island, Belfast, Northern Ireland
Societe d'Electronique et dVAutomatisme
138, boulevard de Verdun,
Courbevoie (Seine), France

- END -

I•
•

I•

Applied Mechanics

Thermodynamics

Mechanical Laboratory
Experimentation
Aerodynamics
Mechanical Design

Men of mature technical judgment,
with at least 3 to 5 years' experience
in power plant analysis and design,
and proven ability in the art of supervision.
These are not the typical engineering
positions. Your work is extremely advanced, and the promotional opportunity is clearly outlined.
Our operation offers stability in its
product appeal to both commercial
and military markets.
Positions are open in West Lynn, Mass.
and Cincinnati, Ohio
For further information, please write, giving
details of education ~nd experience to:
Mr. Mark Peters
Technical Recruiting Bldg. 100
Aircraft Gas Turbine Division

GENERAL_ELECTRIC
Cincinnati 15, Ohio
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~~AUTOMATION":

LECTURE BY HISTORIAN
ALLAN LYTEL

Levittown, Pa.

The historian faced the class; "Here 0 n
this planet we can learn from the experience
of all other worlds. Let us take the earth in
the time of man as an example of an instructive experience."
There automation started, we might say,
with hand tools, or Level I as we call it. The
tools were an extension of the hands, arms, and
legs of the species man: with tools he could
do more than with his bare hands. Hand tools
such as a saw, a hammer, or a hand-operated
drill are all examples.
When power was applied to these tools, man
took a step forward, to Level II. Note that
the power was still directed so that the tools
were extensions of the han ds and arms aIli ~
of men. The pOt1er shovel, the steam shovel,
l11ere larger versions of the hand shovel. It
could move more dirt faster but it still needed a man to push the buttons, to direct the
p0111er. Fifty men \111 th shovels could still do
the same job. A drill-press was only a drill
I11hich could turn faster and drive straighter
than the hand drill.
But with these hand tools which had power
applied, man could and did build great cul~~.
Gradually these power tools began to be used
in coordination, such as a center, called Detroit, for the auto industry. Here the automakers arranged long lines of machines, each
direc ted by a man. Each machine did a job,
as direc ted by the l"orker, and the jobs when
all combined together produced a complex result.
The doors and the roof panels l"ere s tamped by a punch press; men Id th po IV e r s c r ewdrivers put these together. Other machines
painted the body and drilled the motor block.
Notice that in every case the men controlled
the work and that each job could have bee n
done in a more simple fashion. A blacksmith
could have made the roof, a paint brush could
have been used rather than a spray-gun, and a
hand scret1-driver Ivould have been slO111er but
it could have done the same job.
This acti vi i y was what we could call Level
III, and it did provide the first clue to the
meaning and direction of automation, if the

species had been intelligent enough to perceive
it. Some men almost became machines for they
were in competition with machines. A simple
job -- to tighten a bol t which held the frame
to the body --became mechanized. A man tightened this bolt and his speed was dependent on
the speed of the production line. The faster
the line moved, the faster he moved, until his
l"ork was controlled by the rate of the entire
line and the rate at which the autos passed by
his position on the assembly line.
At the next level, communications became
the key: at Level IV man could c9ntrol a machine by means of recorded instructions. Magnetic tape recording for example advanced until it
was possible to translate the complete series
of motions needed by a machine for a complex
operation into a series of recorded commands.
The motions of the machine were converted to
machine language and recorded on a tape. When
the tape was fed into the translator, the machine would read the steps and convert them into
motions. The net result was a tape-controlled
machine: the library of recordings was a sort
of memory.
Now it became possible for an entire assembly line to have the programs for all the
individual machines recorded in advance; as the
needs of the over-all production changed, the.
programs for the several machines co u Id be
changed.
Feedback of information for the individum
machine was also developed and used. For example, the recorded instruction would tell a
lathe to cut to a certain depth. A rea din g
would be taken, by the programmed comp~ wifu
the taped instructions, to find the act u a 1
depth of the cut which was taken. Then the
actual depth would be compared to the depth as
instructed, and these would be compared to determine any error, which would then be corrected.
When this principle is applied to the o~
all production line, a degree of automation
r~sults.
Each machine is related to the other
machines: if one lathe is operating too fast
for the rest of the line, it is told, by the
feedback princlple, to slow down. In the sme
sense, if the milling machine is too slow, it
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is told to speed up. In this t1Tay there is an
over-all automatic production -- at least from
a short-~ang~ PQint of view.

Notice that this production system relaUS
all of the machines one to the other; buttlmt
is all. There is no relation of the en tire
line to the requirements of production. That
is, the line does not consider the needs for
the final product. The line has no way 0 f
knowing if it should produce more or less of
a given product. This is one of its lim i tations: this is the basic reason for the very
high cos t of the system. It is limited to macing l'lhat it is told to make and then continws
to make those things until it runs out of raw
material.
In Level V, men considered the last problem first: raw materials. Each machine was
connected to a continuous supply-storage arrangement. If an assembly machine required nuts
and bolts, it could be connected to a supply
room, t"hose level of inventory it would co n trol. In some cases, the production' machines
would control other machines, which made there
parts tvhich the assembly line machines needed.
More and more, however, supporting functions
grew, such as the source of supply for auxiliary items, until the machine became concerned
with these functions for a large part of the
time.
Many of these secondary functions 1'1 ere
found to be common to several machines on the
production line: some central agency was needed for these common items. Gradually the mrgescale digital computers -- or giant ,brains as
they were called -- became useful fo"r this IJ.lrpose. The central computer could and did relate these separate activities. The computer
could either order the necessary smaller parts
or control their manufacture by other machin~.
Thus the several machines of the production cycle became integrated: the line flowed
smoothly and the parts needed for the fi n a 1
product were there when they were needed. Centrol of the individual machines gradually went
over to the computer 11Thich, in effect, ran
the entire production. The computer, by means
of its large-scale internal memory, could retain information about the different programs
needed by each of the machines for the production of a particular end item. Thus this tvas
a semi-complete unit: under the control of
the central computer this production line could
turn out a variety of end items but -- still
some method of indication was needed by the
computer so that it could, in turn, tell the
separate machines hol'l to make the product.
This then was Level V -- the Progranuned
Multi-Product Factory; these factories were
in wide use. They made products like teleJilooos.
_ 21 -

toasters, typeltri ters, and even automobiles , so
inexpensively that the millenium was expected
any day. Of course, Level V require~ a supporting industry for the basic rat'i materials: but
these industries were, by now, also highly ~
anized so that all of the heavy work was done
by machines. This in truth l"laS the Second Industrial Revolution; machines replaced men as
a source of labor. Human labor -- phy sic a 1
brute force -- was no longer a rna rke tab 1 e
commodity. The drudgery of repetitive operations and the exhaustion of pure physical work
was now a thing of the past.
But" man was not content -- he never was
content. If machines could do this, they coWd
do more. And more they did. The supporting
functions of the Programmed Multi-Product Factory became a part of the plan for Level VI.
If an automobile factory needed radio-r a dar
transceivers, the computer of the automobile
factory sent a request through regular communications channels to the Radio-Radar Factory.
This factory in turn relayed its requests for
transistors to the Semi-Conductor Plant, which,
in turn, asked the Germanium Plant for raw materials -- and so it went. When the final fully
equipped and tested automobiles were sent to the
distribution centers via auto-trams, the accounting and billing, in terms of work-points,
went to the distribution centers at the same
time. Thus even the accounting was completely
under automatic control.
A complete complex of production-factories
all in communication made up the Product-Center
of this Level VI. There were Product-Centers
for consumer goods, for foods and drugs, for
clothing and textiles, and for repleniShment
of the machines for the factories. Even at
Level VI, man could have stopped and lived in
peace and luxury. Only a small portion of the
popUlation was needed for assistance in industry; and even those who were needed t"lorked for
only three hours a day, for three days a week,
for five years; then they had finished. The
rest of the people had freedom from the agelong fear of need. Children went to school until they each had training far beyond what tiey
used to call graduate degrees. The species
man -- for the first time in its recorded history -- was at last free to explore the frontiers of knowledge. ;\dvances in me d i c i n e
science, music, art, in all of the arts, sprang
up and were nurtured. The death rate fell and
most men lived until t"lell over one hundredyems.
But man did not know enough to stop. Some
of the technicians and scientists pushed further. Replacements were, of course, needed for
the mechanical mons ters which made all of the
physical products required by man. Most 0 f
these replacements were simple, by Level VI
standards. Mechanical devices drilled, poliShed, cast, bent, packaged or formed raw mater(continued on
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I.B.M. TRUST SUIT ENDED BY DECREE
COMPANY AGREES TO SELL ITS ELECTRONIC COMPUTERS AND LICENSE ALL PATENTS
(Reprinted wi th permission from "The New York Times", January 26, 1956)

Special to The New York Times. - Washington, Jan. 25 -International Business Machines Corporation agreed today to a sweeping antitrust decree that will force changes in some ofitsrongestablished business practices.

tion of the antitrust laws." He con<{eded that
some terms of the decree were "severe" but said
others would require no maj or change in "Ion gstanding company policies."

Under the decree I.B.M. Ifill have to offer:
for outright sale tabulating machines and electronic computers that have been available 0 n
only a rental basis for the last twenty-f i v e
years.

The consent decree ends a civil anti~u&
suit brought by the Government against I.B.M.
in 1952. The complaint at that time charged
that I.B.M. "unlawfully restrained and monopolized the tabulating industry." It s aid that
the company owned and refused to sell about 90
percent of all tabulating machines in the United States and manufactured 90 percent of the
tabulating cards used.

The company must also license all its patents, and patents acquired or applied for in
the next five years, for "tabulating and electronic data processing machines, tab ul at in g
cards and card manufacturing machinery."

At the time the Government est i mat e d
I.B.M's annual return for rental of the ma chines at $100,000,000. Government lawyers sam
today that the figure nOl~ Ifas about $250,000000 a year.

Some of these patents tdll have to be licensed royalty-free, the others for "reasonable"
rates.

Under the terms of today's decree I.B.M.

It was the second major anti-trust action
announced in tlVO days. The American Telephone
and Telegraph Company agreed yesterday to a settlement requiring it to license all past, present and future patents and to make some chang~
in its business structure.

must:
Offer for sale "in perpetuity" all types
of tabulating and electronic computing machines that it manufactures, at a price bearing
a "reasonable" relationship to rental charges.
Give present lessees of the machines an
option to buy them.

Brownell Sees Wide Effects
Attorney General Herbert Brownell Jr. announced that the I.B.M. consent decree, drafted in negotiation with the company's lawyers
had been signed in Federal Court in the Southern District of New York.

Service machines sold to others, and provide parts for them.
Sell used I.B.M. machines to second-hand
dealers.

Mr. Brownell said that in view of "the revolutionary electronic machines •••• it is expected that the action ·taken today will have farreaching effects upon maj or segments of the business world."
Stanley N. Barnes, chief of the Justice ~
partment's Anti-trust Division, said the A.T.&
T. and I.B.M. decrees "supplement each other."
He said he regarded those ttvo cases and a pending Government antitrust suit against the Radio
Corporation of America "as part of one program
to open up the electronics field."
In New York Thomas J. Watson Jr., president of I.B.M., said the company's consent to
the judgment tvas "not an adrnis s ion of any viola- 22 -

License its tabulating patents and provide "technical know-how" to the licensees.
Offer for sale certain machines and p~
stock needed to manufacture tabulating cards,
including an unusual I.B.M. rotary press.
Furnish repair and replacement parts to
repair shops, and supply some technical training and manuals.
Not require purchasers of machines ro contract for I.B.M. maintenance service.
Avoid any tie-in sales or international
sales allocation agreements.
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effort, the terms do not enJOIn us from continuing to furnish good products and good service to our customers. These are the foundations upon which our business has been built
and upon which it will continue to grow in an
atmosphere of ever-increasing demand and eve~
inc·reasing competition."

An Explanation Offered
In addition, the company will have to sell
enough of its card-manufacturing facilities by
1963 to bring its share of the business downm
50 percent, unless I.B.M. then can convince llie
courts that competi ti ve conditions make th is
step unnecessary.
Judge Barnes said these terms represent
most of what the Government had hoped for in
bringing its antitrust action.

- END -

As to the question of why the co mp any
should agree to such a settlement, some lawyers)suggested the answer was connected with
a pending $90,000,000 antitrust suit against
I.B.M. by the Sperry-Rand Corporation. The
suit, filed last month, charged that I.ll.M.had
injured Sperry-Rand by monopolistic practices
in the tabulator industry.

*-------------------------------

MANl1SCRIPTS

If I.B.M. had let the Government suit go
to trial and had lost the case, that judgment
could have been used as evidence against it m
the private Sperry-Rand suit. But under the
1m\' consent decrees may not be used as e v i dence in another suit.
The I.B.M. machines covered by the decree
range from a manual punch card that rents for
$250 a year to advanced electronic machines
that LB.M. nOl" rents for more than $500,000
a year.
Statement by Watson
Mr. Watson issued the following statement
here yesterday:
"I.B.M. has today consented to the entry
of a judgment settling all issues raised by
the Department of Justice in the anti-t r u s t
sui t which has been pending for four yea r s
against the company.
"Our consent to the entry of the judgment
is,as the judgment states, not an admission m
any violation of the antitrust laws, which we
continue emphatically to deny having violated.
~e shall, of course, conform in good faith to
the undertaking which we have accepted.
"It is our opinion that I.B.M. will continue to be successful under the terms of the
judgment. However, we would not be realistic
if we did not recognize that some of the terms
of the judgment are severe. In other respects,
terms of the judgment conform to long-standing
company policies and impose no major change.

----------

We are interested in articles, papers, reference information, science fiction, and 'd i s cussion relating to computers and automation.
To be considered for any particular issue, the
manuscript should be in 6ur hands by the fifth
of the preceding month. .
Articles. We desire to publish articles t hat
are factual, useful, understandable, and interesting to many kinds of people engaged in one
part or another of the field of computers and
automation. In this audience are many people
Ivho have expert knowledge of some part of the
field, but who are laymen in other parts of it.
Consequently a writer should seek to e x pI a i n
his subject, and show its context and significance. He should define unfamiliar terms, or
use them in a way that makes their meaning unmistakable. He should identify unfa mili a r
persons with a few words. He should use examples, details, comparisons, analogies, etc.,
whenever they may help readers to understand
a difficult point. He should give data s u pporting his argument and evidence for his assertions. We look particularly for articles that
explore ideas in the field of computers and
automation, and their applications and i mplications. An article may certainly be con troversial if the subject is discussed reasonably.
Ordinarily, the length should be 1000 to 4000
words. A suggestion for an article should be
submitted to us before too much work is done.

"Though the judgment is complex, and conformity to it by our company will require a
great deal of administrative and procedural
- 23 -

Technical Papers. Many of the foregoing r equirements for articles do not necessarily
apply to technical papers. Undefined technical terms, unfamiliar assumptions, mathematics,
circuit diagrams, etc., may be entirely appr~
priate. Topics interesting probably to only
a few people are acceptable.

'.'

PROBLEMS PLACED ON AN AUTOMATIC COMPUTER
NEIL D. MACOONALD
In a recent "Quarterly Report" of the "Projects and Publications of the Applied Mathematics
Division" of the National Bureau of Standards, Washington, D.C., appears a very interesting table.
It reports the use f or three months of the National Bureau of Standards' Eastern Automa ti c
Computer, SEAC. This table gives rather good evidence of the remarkable versatility of an automatic digi tal computer, and is reproduced belOt\':
APPLICATION
of
NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDARDS AUTOMATIC COMPUTER (SEAC)
The record of SEAC operations for tasks of the Applied Mathematics
Division for the period July 1 through September 30 is as follows:
Hours Used:
Code
Productive
Checking
Operations

Task No.
NBS:

1104/55-55
5116/55-56
5116/56-148
1110/47-2
1110/55-94
5126/51-8
5126/52-44
5126/53-25
5126/53-27
5126/53-29
5126/53-48
5126/53'-51
0009/54-15
0009/54-17
0009/54-19
0009/55-53
0009/55-65
5126/55-68
5126/55-81
5126/55-82
0009/55-86
5126/55-87
5126/55-92
5126/55-97
0009/55-99
5126/55-115
5126/55-117
0009/55-118
5126/55-121
5126/55-126
5126/56-128
5126/56-],29
5126/56-134
5126/56-135
5126/56-139

Research in numerical analysis
Research in mathematical topics applicable
to numerical analysis
Nerve fiber reaction
Tables of Coulomb wave functions
Tide tables
Tables of pOl'\Ter points of analysis of
variance tests
Calculations for d-spacings
Legendre function
Thermodynamics functions
Dynamic behavior of aircraft structure
Analysis of ionospheric data
Radiation diffusion
Matrix reduction
Depolymerization
Energy levels of complex atoms
Electronic functions
Automatic coding
Crystal structure calculations
Combining tests for significance
Thermometer calibrations
Flow coefficients for fluids
"Zero" method determination of crystal
structures
Cylindrical electron lens calculations
High temperature properties of air
Integrals of products of Bessel functions
Adsorption integrals
Attenuation of pressure pulses of finite
amplitude
Thermometer calibrations
Electron penetration
Aerodynamic heating
Ground reflection coefficients
Processing of Public Housing data
Transmission delay times
Evans hyperbolic charts
Study of internuclear potential for H3
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8

3

4
1

1

16

3

9
1
3
1
5

19
14
2
1

24
9
1
3
6

33

72
5
3

8
5

8
9
1
1
5

3

2

3
2

13

3

59

9

31

8

1
1

1

2

3
2
3

4
2
1

2
9
4
1

Computers and Automation

Task No.
NBS:
5126/56-141
5126/56-145
0002/52-1
5160/55-85
Misc.

"

"
"
"

Other:
1110/53-52
5126/51-3
5126/53-45
5126/54-13
5126/54-44
5126/55-61
5126/55-104
5126/55-113
5126/55-119
5126/55-122
5126/55-125
5126/55-127
5126/56-130
5126/56-133
5126/56-136
5126/55-137
5126/56-138
5126/56-142

Hours Used:
Code
Productive
Ch~ng
Operations
Spectro calibration
Gamma-ray spectroscopy
Statistieal aspects of NBS administrative
operations
Research in mathematical elasticity
Least squares
Determinants
Matrix factoring, subroutines, etc.
Lommel function
Roots of polynomials

2
9

GLOSSARY OF COMPUTER TERMS:

*

37
109

7

12

L-5hell conversion coefficients
Equations of heat transfer type
Applications of game theory
Award of procurement contracts for linear
programming
Flight performance computations
Elastic cross section for neutron scattering
Fuse problem
Reactor design
Field rocket problem
Solution of normal equation
Matrix multiplication
Vibrations of circular disc
Aircraft responses
Complex eigenvalues
Calculation of wave functions
Stability of supported plates
Crystal counter efficiency
Matrix problem

*----------------------------------------Forum

1
2.

4
6
2
1
3

1

2

76
1
2

4

20
2

4
2

9

20

14
10
3
34

3

10
21

13
3
1
1
28

2

10
4
1

Totals:

667

288

*

BULK SUBSCRIPTION RATFS

COMMENT
,,:>

F. A. Brown
Adalia Ltd, Montreal, Can.
Regarding the glossary of computer tenns
published in the January 1956 issue I fee 1
that in the defini tions of "point", "bin a ry
point", and "decimal point" there is s 0 m e
confusion. "Point" is defined as the p 0 s ition marking the separation bett'leen the in t egral and the fractional parts of the n urn ber.
With this I agree. However in the definitions
of decimal and binary points, it is s tat e d
that this separates the integral and fractional powers of the appropriate base. I believe
these should read positive and negative powers
of the base, or be otherwise rephrased to avoid
the implication that fractional powers are
referred to rather than fractional numbers.

These rates apply to subscriptions coming in
together direct to the publisher. For example,
if 5 sUbscriptions come in together, the saving on each one-year subscription will be 24
percent, and on each two-year subscription will
be 31 percent. The bulk subscription rate s,
depending on the number of simul taneous s u bscriptions received, follow:
Bulk Subscription Rates
(United States)
Number of
Rate for Each Subscription, and
Simultaneous Resulting Saving to Subscriber
Subscriptions
One Year
Two Year
10 or more
5 to 9
4
3
2

$3.80, 31%
4.20, 24
4.60, 16
5.00,

9

5.25,

5

$6.60,
7.25,
8.00,
8.80,
9.55,

37%
31
24
16

9

For Canada, add 50 cents for each year; 0 u tside of the United States and Canada, add $1.00
for each year.

It seems to us that the point is well
taken. -- Editor.
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PUBLICATIONS FOR BUSINESS ON AUTOMATIC
C'OMPUTERS: REFERENCE LISTING
Part 1

NED CHAPIN
Illinois Inst. of Technology
Chicago, Ill.

This paper supplies a reference list i n g 0 f
publications for business on automatic computers.
This reference listing is in addition to the "Basic
Listing" and the "Supplemental Listing" that were
published in "Computers and Automation" for S e ptember, 1955, and February, 1956, respectively.

Two types of pUblications are cited in th i s
reference listing. The first type is on vari 0 u s
aspects of automatic computing equipment and devices, and the publications are listed un d e r the
following headings: Particular Automatic Compu~,
Automatic,Computer Listing, Special-Purpose Equipment, Particular Devices, Paper Tape, and Punched
Cards. The second type of publication cit e din
this reference listing is on the general application and use of automatic computers in bus i ness.
This general listing is not further subdi vi rl e d
because the pUblications cited usually con t a i n
repeti tions and further elaborations of the material covered by the publications in the "B a s i c
Listing" and in the "Supplemental Listing".
To facilitate reference, the order of listing
within each major grouping of the publication s
cited in this reference listing is alphabetic by
author. To conserve space, annotation has been
omitted, and items from news magazines have been
omitted.
Particular Automatic Computers
Howard H. Aiken, "Computing Machine Developme nts
in Continental Europe," Proceedings 0 f the
American Gas Association, 1952, pp 165-169
Herbert O. Brayer, "What Europe is contributing to
the Electronic Office," American Bus iness,
vol. 24, no. 9 (Sept. 1954), pp 22-23,41-43
David R. Brown, editor, "Review of Ele c t ron i c
Computer Progress during 1954," Transactions
of the Institute for Radio Engineers Professional Group on Electronic Computers, vol.
EC-4, no. 1, (March 1955), pp 33-38
W. C. Carter and M. Ellis, "A Comparison of Order
Structures for Automatic Digital Computers",
Journal of the Operations Research Soc i e t y
of America, vol. 2,' no. 1 (Feb. 1954), pp 4158
Harry M. Davis, "Mathematical Machines", Scientific American, vol. 180, no. 4 (April 1949),
pp 28-39
Editor, "Computer Progress," Modern Industry, vol.
24, no. 6 (Dec. 1952), pp 42-47
Editor, "Mathematical Wizards now at Industry r s
Service," Modern Industry, vol. 18, no. 5
(Nov. 1949), pp 43-47
Jay W. Forrester, "Digital Computers: Presentand
Future Trends," Proceedings of the Easte r n
Joint Computer Conference (Net4/ York: Institute for Radio Engineers, Inc., 1953), pp
109-113
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Jerry Roedel, "An Introduction to Analog and Digital Computers," Industrial Science and Engineering," vol. 1, no. 4 (Oct. 1954), pp 10-15
Albert F. Sperry, "Information System Consolidates
Process. Control," Automatic Control, vol. 1,
no. 5 (Nov. 1954), pp 4-7
Automatic Computer Listing
BIZMAC: Fred Yeaple, "Application of Electr onic
Tape Processing Equipment," The Controller,
vol. 23, no. 6 (Jan. 1955), pp 27~275
Datatron 204: J. C. Alrich, "Engineering Description of the Electro-Data Digi tal Compu te r , "
Transactions of the Institute for Radio Engineers Professional Group on Ele c t ron i c
Computers, vol. EC- 4, no. 1 (March 1955) ,
pp 1-10
Datatron 204: L. L.- Van Oosten, "The Medium-Sized
Computer, " Electronic Data Processing in Industry (New York: American Management Association, Inc., 1955), pp 160-168
ENIAC: D. R. Hartree, "The Eniac, an Electronic
Computing Machine," Nature, vol. 158, no.4015
(Oct. 12, 1946), pp 500-508
E 101: James L. Rogers, "Computer Design Overcomes
High Costs," Electrical Manufacturing, vol.
55, no. 5 (May 1955), pp 121-125
IBM CPC: E. J. Cunningham, "Job That Required 40
Man Days Now Completed in 8 Hours," American
Business, vol. 23, no. 1 (Jan. 1953), pp 24,
38-39
IBM CPC: Franklin Myers, "Saving Hours at Martin,"
American Business, vol. 21, no. 3 (Mar c h
1951), pp 50-52
IBM CPC: Peter Wyden, "Biggest Brain in the Office,"
Science Digest, vol. 31, no. 1 (Jan. 1952) ,
pp 23-26
IBM 608: Editor, "Automation in the Office," Office Management and Equipment, vol. 16, no.5
(May 1955), pp 32-33,42-43
IBM 650: Harold F. Hatch, "John Hancock Gets First
IBM 650," Journal of Machine Accounting Systems and Management, vol. 6, no. 1 (J an.
1955), pp 7-8
IBM 650: Harold F. Hatch, "The Small Compu t e r" ,
Electronic Data Processing In Industry (New
York: American Management Association, Inc.,
1955), pp 148-159
IBM 701: Phillip Klass, "Giant Brains Could Aid
Air Defense," Aviation Week, vol. 58, no. 19
(May 11, 1953), pp 67-73
IBM 702: Editor, "Machine Reads, Writes ," Commerce
pp
Magazine, vol. 52, no. 2 (March 1955),
218-220
IBM 702: Hugh J. Reber,' "Manage.~ent Looks at th e
Computer: IBM 702," Automatic Control, vol.
1, no. 1 (July 1954), pp. 39-50
LEO: John Grindrod, "The Lyons Electronic Office,"
The Office, vol. 40, no. 1 (July 1954), pp
59-61

Computers and Automation
Logistics: Eugene Leonard, "Characteristics of a
Special Purpose Equipment
Logistics Computer," Proceedings of the Wescon (Los Angeles: Institute for Radio EnginR. Hunt Brown, "Applications of Autanatic Computing
eers Professional Group on Electronic Computers,
Equipment to Savings Bank Operations," Com1955), pp 77-85
puters and Automation, vol. 4, no. 7 (Jul y
NCR 102-D: Richard E. Sprague, "Specialized Elec1955), pp 18-21
tronic Equipment Development," Workshop for
R. Hunt Brown, "Automation of Bank Check ProcessManagement (New York: American Management
ing," Computers and Automation, vol. 4, no. 8
Association, Inc., 1955), pp 322-327
(Aug. 1955), pp 6-9, 16
ORDVAC: Peter Wyden, "Electron Powered Ge n ius, "
Richard G. Canning, Electronic Data Process i n g
Science Digest, vol. 32, no. 3 (Sept. 1952),
Machine Requirements. Management Scienc e s
pp 23-26
Research Report ~16 (Los Angeles: UCLA, 1953),
29 pp
TRADIC: Editor, "New Transistor Computer Developed
for the Air Force," Bell Laboratories Record,
Leonard T. Ebert, "The Move Toward Automa tion,"
vol. 33, no. 4 (April 1955), pp 155-156
Banking, vol. 46, no. 2 (Aug. 1955),pp 102-3
UDEC: Edi tor, "Burroughs UDEC at Wayne Univers ity, "
Edi tor, "Common Language," Automatic Control, vol.
3, no. 2 (Aug. 1955), pp 26-29
The Office, vol. 39, no. 2 (Feb. 1954),pp 14,
16
Edi tor, "Automatic Freight Yard Shuffles Car s
UNIVAC: R. D. Dotts, An Approach to Electronics by
Quickly Yet Gently," Control Engineerin g,
a Medium-Sized Co., (Net\, York: Remington Rand,
vol. 2, no. 1 (Jan. 1955), pp 28-37
Inc., 1954), 5 pp
Editor, "Electronic Concrete Batching," Engineering-News Record, vol. 154, no. 6 (April 1955),
UNIVAC: E<\itor" "Automation in the Office," Office
Management and Equipment, vol. 16, no.5 (May
p 25
1955), pp 32-33,42-43
Edi tor, ''Magnetic Memory Keeps Inventory Records,"
UNIVAC: Eugene F. Grant et al., "Orientatio n in
The Office, vol. 38, no. 5 (Nov. 1953), pp
, 12, 14, 17-16
Electronics," Workshop for Management (N e w
John'L. Hill, "Design Features of the Remingt 0 n
York: Management Magazines, Inc. 1955), pp
369-384
Rand Speed Tally," Trends in Computers (N e w
UNIVAC: Luther A. Harr, "Electronic Accou n tin g
York: Institute for Radio Engineers, Inc.,
1954), pp 155-162
Machine Developments: Remington Rand," Workshop for Management (New York: Manage men t
Philip Patterson, "Mechanization of Modern Sale ~
Magazines, Inc., 1955), pp 301-306
Department," Sales Management, vol. 74, no. 1
(Jan. 1955), pp 26-27
UNIVAC: Lawrence M. Hughes, "The Wizardry of Electronics: Will It Cut Tomorrow's Sales Costs
for You?" Sales Management, vol. 74, no. 2,
(Feb. 1955), pp 28-30
Particular Devices
UNIVAC: John W. Mauchly, "Down to Fundamentals,"
Edi tor, "High Speed Accounting Machines, ",AccountSystems, vol. 18, no. 7 (Sept.-Oct. 1954) ,
ant's Digest, vol, 20, no. 2 (Dec. 1954), pp
pp 3-4
90-92
UNIVAC: Hugh J. Reber, "Management Looks at the
Glenn E. Hagen, "Automatic Information S tor age
Computer: The Univac," Automatic Con tr 01,
tad th Random Acces s, " Automation, vol. 1, no. 1
vol. 1, no. 3 (Sept. 1954), pp 15-18
(Aug. 1954), pp 66-66
UNIVAC: L. C. Simmons, "The Large Computer," Elec-,
Gilbert o. Hall, A Digital Electronic Data Recordtronic Data Processing in Industry (New York:
ing System for Pulse-Time Telemetering: AFCRC
American Management Association, Inc., 1955),
Technical Report 53-1 (Cambridge, Mass: Air
pp 169-180
Force Cambridge Research Center, 1953), 47 pp
UNIVAC: Robert M. Smith, "Automation in the Office,"
Gerhard L. Hollander, "Design Fund a me n tal s 0 f
Office Management and Equipment, vol. 16, no.
Photographic Data Storage," Proceedings 0 f
2 (Feb. 1955), pp 32-33,42
the Wescon (Los Angeles: Institute for Radio
Univac File: George K. Campbell, "Univac File ComEngineers, Professional Group on Electronic
puter," Systems, vol. 19, no. 1 (Jan.-Fe b •
Computers, 1955), p 49
1955), pp 3-5
Harry Knox, "Specialized Electronic Equipment DeUni vac File: Edi tor, "Process or Handles Production
velopment," Workshop for Management (N e w
Data," Automation, vol. 2, no. 6 (June 1955),
York: Management Magazines, Inc., 1955), pp
pp 76-77
311-319
Univac 120: William V. Cassara, "It Pays, "Systems,
Mil ton E. Mengel, "Specialized Electronic Equipvol. 19, no. 2 (March-April 1955), pp 20-21
ment Development," Workshop for Managemen t
Univac 120: L. W. Day, "Production Contro 1 by
(New York: Management Magazines, Inc., 1955),
Elec tronics ," Sys terns, vol. 19, no. 4 (Julypp 328-335
Aug. 1955), pp 22-23
Pat Merrill, "Accounting Card for Ballots," AmerUnivac 120: Editor, "Univac Cuts AccountingExpense,"
ican City, vol. 70, no. 5 (May 1955), p 123
Banking. vol. 47, no. 11 (May 1955), p 104
Kenneth P. Morse, "Specialized Electronic EquipUnivac 120: Charles Renalde, "Payroll by Electronment Development," Workshop for Managemen t
ics," Sys tems, vol. 18, no. 5 (May-June 1954),
(New York: Management Magazines, Inc., 1955),
pp 16-17
pp. 308-310
Univac Scientific: Phillip Klass, "Giant Bra ins
Richard Neumaier, "Electronics-Must it be Big?"
Could Aid Air Defense," Aviation Week, vol.
Office Executive, vol. 26, no. 12 (Dec. 1953),
58, no. 19 (May 11, 1953), pp 67-73
p 13
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Thorton F. Bradshaw and Maurice S. Newman, "ThinkJack B. Speller, "A Digital Converter.," Proceedings of the Wescon (Los Angeles: Institut e
ing Ahead on Computers," Electronic Data Profor Radio Engineers, Professional Group on
cessing in Industry (New York: Amer i can
Electronic Computers, 1955), pp 29-31
Management Association, Inc. 1955), pp 39-54
John M. Breen, "Problems Involved in the Applic ation of Electronic Digital Computers to BusiPaper Tape
ness Operations," Computers· and Automati 0 n ,
vol. 4, no. 13 (March 1955), pp 16-21
Kenneth P. Morse, "Specialized Electronic Equi pHerbert O. Brayer, "Electronic Data Processing -ment Development," Workshop for Manag erne n t
Who, What, Whe, and Where?" American Business.
(Net" York: Management Magazines, Inc., 1955),
vol. 25, no. 3 (March 1955), pp 16-18, 38-39
pp 308-310
Herbert O. Brayer, "Facts for Management: Is 1955
Wells Norris, "Five Channel Punched Tape Mechanthe Year for Electronic Data Proc e s sin g?"
izes Office Jobs," American Business, vol •
American Business, vol. 25, no. (Feb. 1955),
24, no. 3 (March 1954), pp 10-12, 36
pp 23-24, 41
Herbert O. Brayer, "The Truth About Electronic
Punched Cards
Business Machines," American Business, vol.
23, no. 7 (July 1953), pp 10-11; vol. 28,no.
Ralph W. Fairbanks, "Elec tronics in the Mod ern
8 (Aug. 1953), pp 16-17, 44-45, vol. 28, no.
Office," Harvard Business Revietv, vol. 30,
9 (Sept. 1953), pp 20-21, 42, 44
no. 5 (Sept.-oct. 1952), pp 83-98
J.A.C. Brown; H. S. Houthakker; and S. J. Prais,
Harry P. Hartkemeier, Punch-Card Methods (Dubuque,
"Electronic Computation in Economic Stati sIowa: William C. Brown Co., 1952), 360 pp
tics," Journal of the American Statistic a 1
George Truman Hunter and Graham M. Clark, "ElecAssociation, vol. 48, no. 1 (Sept. 1953), pp
tronic Data Processing Machines," Instruments
414-428
and Automation, vol. 28, no. 5 (May 1955),
R. F. Brown, "One-Shot P.aperwork," Systems, vol.
19, no. 4 (July-Aug. 1955), pp 3-4
pp 782-793
R. Hunt Brown, "Introduction to Electronic Accoonting," Illinois CPA, vol. 17, no. 2 (Dec.1954),
General Listing
pp 2-5
Ira H. Abbott, "Electronic Data Processing," MaR. Hunt Brown, "Office Automation: Beginning of an
chine Design, vol. 26, no. 1 (Jan. 1954) ,
Era, " Office Management and Equipment, vol.
pp 227-234
15, no. 5 (May 1954), pp 24-25; vol. 15, no.
Theron Aiken, et aI, "Initiating an Electronics
6 (June 1954), pp 34,72
Program," Workshop for Management (New York:
Richard G. Canning, Data Processing Systems RequtteManagement Magazines, Inc., 1955), pp 417-426
ments: Industrial Logistics Research Report
Franz Al t, "Evaluation of Automatic Computing Ma#27 (Los Angeles: UCLA, 1953), 11 pp
chines," Product Engineering, vol. 22, no.ll
Richard G. Canning, Electronic Scheduling Machine
(Nov. 1951), pp 146-152
Requirements: Management Sciences Res ear c h
Report #29 (Los Angeles: UCLA, 1955),42 pp
George H. Amber, "Analog Computers for Ma chi n e
Control," Electrical Manufacturing, vol. 56,
Richard G. Canning, Production Control thru Elecno. 2 (Aug. 1955), pp 70-76
tronic Data Processing: Management Scienc e s
Research Report #30 (Los Angeles: UCLA 1955),
Harry T. Ashman, "Distribution of Overhead wit h
Electronic Computers," NACA Bulletin, vol.
52 pp
36, no. 6 (Feb. 1955), pp 798-804 '
Ned Chapin, An Application of the MAPI Approa c h
Philip R. Bagley, Electronic Digital Machines for
to Automatic Computers (Chicago: MAPI National
High Speed Information Searching (MIT: MastResearch Center, 1954), 28 pp
er's Thesis, 1951), 124 pp
Ned Chapin, "Letter on Automatic Computers," HarJ. W. Balet, "Problems of Applying Electronics to
vard Business Review, vol. 33, no.2 (March April 1955), pp 148-149
General Accounting in a Public Uti 1 i t Y , "
Richard F. Clippinger, "How a Central Computi n g
Electronic Data Processing in Industry (N e w
York: American Management Association, Inc.,
Laboratory Can Help Industry," Computers and
Automation, vol. 2, no. 9 (Dec. 1953), pp6-8
1955), pp 197-205
John S. Coleman, "Electronics for the Off ice, "
S. Alexander Bell, "Auditing of Records Maintained
Punched Card Annual, vol. 2 (Detroit: Punched
on Tabulating Machines," Illinois CPA, vol.
Card Publishing Co. 1953), pp 40-44
17, no. 1 (Sept. 1954), pp 44-49
John S. Coleman, "Electronics in the 0 ff ice, "
E. G. Benser, "Preparing for Electronic Data ProOffice Management and Equipment, vol.13, no.
cessing," Workshop for Management (Net... York:
8 (Aug. 1952), pp 20-22, 70-77
Management Magazines, Inc., 1955), pp 355-363
John S. Coleman, "Electronics--Pile Driver 0 n a
Edmund C. Berkeley, "Uses of Automatic Computers
Tack," Office Executive, vol. 29, no. 10 (Oct.
in Financial and Accounting Op era t ion s, "
1954), pp 4-6
Journal of Accounting, vol. 90,
(Oct.
John S. Coleman, "What Price Business Electronics,"
1950), pp 306-311
Systems and Procedures Ouarterly, vol. 2, no.
James W. Birkenstock, "A Loo k Ahead to the Era
3 (Jan. 1952), pp unknown
of Automation," Office Executive, vol. 29,
Emerson F. Cooley, "Computer Methods and Applicano. 2 (Feb. 1954), pp 25-27
tions," Office Management Series #136 (N e w
Matt W. Boz, "HOl''' Your Firm Can Organize an ElecYork: American Management Association, Inc.,
tronics Investigation Program," Manageme n t
1954), pp 41-46
Methods, vol. 5, no. 2 (Jan. 1954), pp21-24
E. Devere Cowles~ "Engineer and Accountant Wo r k
Matt W. Boz, "Where We Stand Today on Electronics
Together on Solving a Technical P rob 1 em, "
for the Office," Management Methods, vol. 5,
Edison Electric Institute Bulletin, vol. 21,
no. 1 (Dec. 1953), pp 12-15
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(continued on page 40)

COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION - Back Copies
ARTICLES, PAPERS, ETC. January. 1955: Statistics
and Automatic Computers -- Gordon Spenser
Eastern Joint Computer Conference, Philadelphia,
Dec. 8-10,1954 -- Milton Stoller
The Digital Differential Analy~er -- George F.
Forbes
A Small High-Speed Magnetic Drum -- M. K. Taylor
An Inside-out Magnetic Drum -- Neil Macdonald
February: Problems for Students of Computers
John W. Carr, III
Recogni~ing Spoken Sounds by Means of a Computer -- Andrew D. Booth
The Significance of the New Computer NOR C
W. J. F£kert
The Finan-8eer -- E. L. Locke
Approaching Automation in a Casualty Insurance
Company -- CarlO. Orkild
March: Question -- Isaac Asimov
---COmputers and Weather Prediction -- Br u c e
Gilchrist
Random Numbers and Their Generation -- Gord 0 n
Spenser
Problems Involved in the Application of Electronic Digital Computers to Business Oper ations -- John M. Breen
Computers to Make Administrative Decisions? -Hans Schroeder
April: Thinking Machines and Human Personality-Elliot L. Gruenberg
Marginal Checking -- An Aid in Preventive ~
tenance of Computers -- J. Melvin Jones
May: Reliability in Electronic Data Process 0 r s
-- William B. Elmore
Numerical Representation in Fix e d - Poi n t
Computers -- Beatrice H. Worsley
Automation -- A Report to the UAW-CIO Economic
and Collec.ti ve Bargaining Conference
The Skills of the American Labor Force -- James
P. Mitchell
Automation Puts Industry on Eve of Fantas tic
Robot Era -- A. H. Raskin
The Monkey Wrench -- Gordon R. D~ckson
June: THE COMPUTER DIRECTORY, 1955 (164 pages) :
--Part l: Who's Who in the Computer Field
Part 2: Roster of Organi~ations in the Co' mputer Field
Part 3: The Computer Field: Pro d u c t san d
Services for Sale
July: Mathematics, the Schools, and the Oracle-Alston S. Householder
The Application of Automatic Computing Equipment to Savings Bank Operations -- R. Hu n t
Brown
The Book Reviewer -- Rose Orente
Linear Programming and Computers, Par t I Chandler Davis
August: The Automation of Bank Check Processing-R. Hunt Brown
Linear Programming and Computers, Par t II -Chandler Davis
Justifying the Use of an Automatic Computer -Ned Chapin
Charting on Automatic Data Process ing Sys tem s
-- Harry Eisenpress, James L. McPherson, and
Julius Shiskin
A Rotating Reading Head for Magnetic Tape an d
Wire -- National Bureau of Standards

Sorre Curiosities of Binary Arithmetic Usef u 1
in Testing Binary Computers -- AndrewD.Booth
September: A Big Inventory ProDIeni and the IBM
702 -- Neil Macdonald
Pqp.lications for Business on Automatic Computers:
A Basic Listing -- Ned Chapin
Franchise -- Isaac Asimov
Automatic Coding for Di~ital Computers -- G. M.
Hopper
Automatic Programming: The A-2 Compiler System
-- Part 1
'
October: The Brain and Learned Behavior -- Dr.
Harry F. Harlow
Automatic Programming: The A-2 Compiler Syste m
-- Part 2
Who Are Manning the New Computers? -- John M.
Breen
November: Automatic Answering of Inquiries -- L.
E. Griffith
Found -- A "Lost" Moon -- Dr. Paul Herget
Mister Andrew Lloyd -- R. W. Wallace
December: Digital Computers in Ea$tern Europe
Alston S. Householder
Automatic Airways -- Henry T. Simmons
Roster of Organi~ations in the Computer Field
(cumulative)
January. 1956: Machines and Religion -- E 11 i 0 t
Gruenberg.
Automatic Coding Techniques for Business Da t a
Processing -- Direc tions of Developme n t
Charles W. Adams, Bruce Moncreiff
What is a Computer? -- Neil D. Macdonald
REFERENCE INFORMATION (in various issues):
Roster of Organi~ations in the Computer Field /
Roster of Automatic Computing Services / Roster of Maga~ines Related to Computer san d
Automation / Automatic Computers: List/ Automatic Computers: Estimated Commercial Population / Automatic Computing Machinery: list 0 f
Types / Components of Autom-atic Computing
Machinery: List of Types / Products and S e rvices in the Compu~er Field / Who's Who i n
the Computer Field / Automation: Lis t 0 f
Outstanding Examples / Boo k sand 0 the r
Publications / Glossary / Patents I Titles
and Abstracts of Papers
BACK COPIES: Price, if avail able, $1. 25 e a c h ,
except June, 1955, $4.00. Vol. 1, no. 1, Sept.
1951, to vol. 1, no. 3, July, 1952: 0 u t 0 f
print. Vol. 1, no. 4, Oc t. 1952: in print.
Vol. 2, no. 1, Jan. 1953, to vol. 2, no. 9,
Dec. 1953: in print e x ~ e p t Mar c h, no. 2,
May. no. 4. and July t no. 5. Vol. 3, no. 1,
Jan. 1954, to vol. 3, no. 10, Dec. 1954:
in
print. Vol. 4, 1955, no. 1 to 12, in print.
A subscription (see rates on page 4) may be specified to begin with the current month's or the
preceding month's issue.

WRITE TO:
Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.
,Publisher of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION
513 Avenue of the Americas
New York 11, N. Y.
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INVENTORIES AND ECONOMIC ORDER QUANTITY
I.

From C. G. Levee, Joliet, Ill.

Your article "A Big Inventory Pr 0 ble m
and the IBM 702" by Neil D. Macdonald in the
September issue of "Computers and Automation"
interests me. As an accounting machine (IBM)
supervisor I am lVorking currently on my ve rsion of a punched card inventory control and
accounting procedure. The procedure has been
tested and inaugurated and appears to be satisfactory for an inventory of approxima tel y
30,000 items. But up to date a reorder policy
or formula has not been selected.
The economic order quantity formula described for International Bus iness Ma chi n e s
Corp .. , Poughkeepsie, has now apparently bee n
in use for several months and the res u 1 t s
should be evident.. What improvements in costs
have resulted? What other improvements h a v e
resul ted? To your knowledge what other companies have used this or a similar formula and
what satisfaction do they report?
II.

From C. E. Brunn, Dept. of
Information, International
Business Mach. Corp., New York

aDd Automation

in Poughkeepsie and they have told us that because of rapid changes in production schedules)
they do not yet have definite data on the resuI ts of their use of the Economic Order Quantity formula in handling inventory on the IBM
702 electronic data processing machine. A1though the changes in production schedules at
Poughkeepsie have prevented them from setting
a fixed optimum inventory level as a goal, yet
the first signs of reduced set-up costs and
ordering costs are beginning to appear. They
are certain that significant savings in these
areas will be effected.
We understand that records of vari 0 u s
Systems and Procedures Conferences show th a t
many companies are using a similar EOQ formula in handling inventory, although the handling
of course is not necessarily performed on IBM
machines. A few are:
York Corp.
General Electric
Westinghouse
Mullins Manufacturing Corp.
E. F. Houghton and Company
SKF Industries
Argus Cameras, Inc.
For information on the resul ts obtained by these
companies, we would suggest that you con t ac t
them directly.

Your inquiry was forwarded to our plant

ENGINEERS

pioneers in

INERTIAL
NAYIGATION
Immediate openings for
Supervisory and Staff
positions as well as for
Senior Engineers,
Engineers, and
Associate Engineers,

experienced in:

STABILIZING DEVICES
SERVOMECHANISMS
AUTOMATIC CONTROLS
THERMODYNAMICS
OPTICS
ENVIRONMENTAL RESEARCH

SYSTEMS EVALUATION
GYROSCOPICS
DIGITAL COMPUTERS
ACCELEROMETERS
TELEMETRY
GUIDANCE SYSTEMS

ARMA, recognized for its accomplishments in the fields
of navigation and fire control, is a leader in the
development of Inertial Navigation. This new system
deals solely with space, time and acceleration ...
acting independently of external influences.
Creative engineering of the highest order is required
to develop components making Inertial Navigation
possible: accelerometers to measure acceleration;
integrators to convert this information into velocity
and distance; gyros to provide directional reference
and hold the system stable; computers to calculate
course-to-steer and distance-to-go. Components
must meet rigid weight and size requirements ...
and function with undreamed-of accuracy.
ARMA, one of America's largest producers of
ultra-precise equipment, offers unlimited opportunity
for engineers to help in this great endeavor.
Challenging projects and ARMA's extensive..
supplementary benefits make an ARMA career
doubly attractive.
Send resume to:

~. . . . ~ Technical Personnel Dept. 2~500
~. .,..,.,. Division of American Bosch Arma Corporation
Roosevelt Field, Garden City, Long Island, N. Y.
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SYMPOSIUM ON ANALOG COMPUTERS,
KANSAS CITY, APRIL 10-11, 1956
On April 10 and 11, 1956, a Symposium for
Management on Industrial Applications o~ An?log
Computers will be held in the Hotel PhIl II ps ,
Kansas City, Missouri. It is sponsored by ~he
Midwest Research Institute, in cooperation wIth
several technical societies. Details 0 f the
program will be announced early in February.

and Automation
Automation eeting, France (continued from page 14)
Atltomation: Relation between automation a n ci
production
Definition of Automation
Theoretical bases of Automation
The "functional" s t ru c t u r e of
automatic production
The technical structure of aut 0matic production
Fields of application
Effects on Production
-- from a technical point of view
(productivi ty, quality of the
products)
from the economic point of vietv
-- from the social point of view

Odom Fanning
Manager, Information Services
Midwest Research Institute
425 Volker Blvd.
Kansas City 10, Mo.
~;

__________

~;;

Please address all correspondence to:

_ _ _ _ _ _- - - i.;

Secretariat du Colloque sur l'Automatique
Chaire de Mecanique
Conservatoire National des Arts et Metiers
292 rue Saint-Martin, Paris 3e, France

SPECIAL ISSUES OF
~~COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATIO~"
The June issue of "Computers and Automation" commencing with June, 1955, is aspecial
issue, "The Computer Directory."

- EI\n -

For details about the next com put e r
directory. see "The Computer Directory. 1956:
~~o~tl~·c~e~.'_'__________________- -_________ • ____________- - -__- - -__------__-------~

The newest developments in:
Analysis of tabulated data
Numerical methods of finding solutions to equations
Now fully discussed in

METHODS IN

NUMERI~AL

ANALYSIS

By KAJ L. NIELSEN
Head of the Mathematics Di1Jision
of the U.s. Naval Ordnance Plant, Indianapolis
The methods described in this book will solve
the majority of all numerical problems encountered by engineers, physicists, mathematicians, statisticians, and general scientists. Here
are the new developments which have proved
themselves in usage - logically clear and
based primarily on algebraic manipulation.
Essentials are clearly focused and emphasis is
placed on doing, with many illustrative exam-

pIes and valUable schematics included.
Formulas and methods are derived for the
solution of algebraic, transcendental, ordinary
differential, and partial differential equations
from classical methods of interpolation, finite
differences, differentiation, integration and
smoothing of data. Thorough discussion of
curve fitting and expressing empirical data
by approximating formulas.
Published in January

/!Tile u1tacntillan Cffmn/UWl1/
60 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK 11, N. Y.

SEE US AT THE I. R. E. SHOW -
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247-249 Instruments Ave.

$6.90

NEW PATENTS
RAYMOND R. SKOLNICK, neg. Patent Agent
Ford Instrument Co., niv. of Sperry Rand Corp.
Long Island City N.Y.

The following is a compilation of patents pertaining to computers and associated equipment
from the Official Gazette of the Uni ted State s
Patent Office, dates of issue as in d i cat e d.
Each entry consists of: patent number / i nventor(s) / assignee / invention.
2,723,568 / Thomas a. Surmners,
Jr., Sherman Oaks, Calif. / - / A servomechanism having a manually movable input nember
and an output member that receives an external pressure Ivhich varies, with the position
of the output member.
2, 723,800 / Gene R. Marner, Iot'Ja Ci ty, Iot\'a /
Collins Radio Co., Cedar Rapids, Iowa / An
electro-mechanical axis converter.
2,723,801 / Hans P. Luhn, Armonk, N.Y. / IBM
Corp., New York, N.Y. / An electro-mechanicru
decimal adder.
2,724,022 / Albert J. Williams, Jr., Philadelphia, William Russell Clark, Jenkintown, and
Will McAdam, Ambler, Pa. / Leeds and Northr~
Co., Philadelphia, Pa. / A self-ba 1 a n ci n g,
fast-acting feedback amplifier for high i mpedance sources.
2,724,023 / Joseph Antoine Lemouzy, P3ris ,France
/ - / An electronic balanced amplifier.
2,724,034 / Joseph R. Altieri, Watertown, Mass.
/ Ac tion Laboratories, Inc. / A multi t urn
variable resistor.
2,724,061 / Raymond W. Emery, Poughkeepsie,
N.Y. / IBM Corp., New York, N.Y. / A binary
trigger circuit having a single current-multiplication transistor.
2,724,103 / Robert L. Ashenhurst, Cambridge,
Mass. / Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New
York, N.Y. / An electrical circuit employing
magnetic core memory elements.
2,724,104/ Herbert K. Wild, Wappingers Falls,
N.Y. / IBM Inc., New York, N.Y. / A ringcheck circuit for a plurality of s tor ag e
units.
2,724,115 / Clyde Stewart, Cedar Rapids, lOlita
/ Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, IOl"a
/ A tracking system.
NO-.iember 15. 1955:

November 22, 1955: 2,724,251 / Hugh T. \\eaver,
Grand Rapids, MIch. / Lear, Inc., Grand Ra pids, Mich. / A zero-backlash coupling for
shafts.
2,724,269 / Henry Paul Kalmeis, Washi ng ton,
D.C. / United States of America / An appa-

ratus for measuring the veloci ty _of motio n
of a medium Idth respect to loci spa c e d
apart in a direction at least parallel to a
component of the flow to be investigated.
2,724,281 / TI,omas o. Summers, Jr., Sherman
Oaks, and Roman J. Dolude, Los Angeles,Calif.
/ Summers Gyroscope Co., Santa Monica, Calif.
/ A self-adj usting fric tion clutch and r eversing mechanism.
2,724,553 / Alfred II. Faulkner, Chicago, 111./
Automatic Electric Laboratories, Inc., Chicago, Ill. / A time interval meter.
2,724,780 / JamesR. Harris, Dover, N.J. / Bdl
Telephone Laboratories, Inc., New York, NY.
/ An inhibited trigger circuit.
2,724,782 / Raymond A. Hollm\lay, North Hollyt\lood, Calif. / Lockheed Aircraft Corp., Burbank, Calif. / A phase sequence correcting
circuit.
2,724,789 / Wilcox P. Overbeck, Richland,Wash.
/ United States of America / A thyratio n
counting circuit.
November 29. 1955: 2, 724,998 / Ray m 0 n d C.
Goertz and Robert L. Wathen, Hempstead, N.Y.
ft Sperry Rand Corp. / A positional control
apparatus for aiming a gun.
2,725,191 / James Miiton Ham, Toronto, Ontario,
Canada / - .; An electronic integrator for integrating one function wi th respect to another.
2,725,192 / Le Roy E. Kolderup, Glen Cove, N.Y.
/ - / A device for multiplying a first variable by a second variable.
2,725,471 / Scott S. Appleton and Millard ~
Brenner, Belmar, N.J. / United States 0 f
America / A storage circuit having a negative feedback amplifier for producing a In"
impedance source of direct current pOUmtial
of ampl i tude equal to the peak val ue of a
short duration pulse and for adjusting the
amplitude in accordance with the peak value
of each subsequently received pulse.
2,725,476 / Edward Herman Hugenholtz, Hilversum, Netherlands / Hartford National Bank and
Trust Company, Hartford, Conn. / A system for
stabilizing a first voltage pro d u c e-d by a
variable oscillator with respect to- a second
vol tage produced by a reference oscill a tor
having automatic stabilization apparatus operative witnin a predetermined catching range
for effecting the stabilization.
2,725,510 / James H. Reid, Mayt'ltood, N.J./ Allen
(continued on page 34)
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P 34; tINEAC PROGRAMMING
AND COMPUTERS.
Reprint of two
articles by Chandler Davis, in July
and August 1955 "Computers and Automation". A clear, well-written introduction to linear programming,willi
emphasis on the ideas.
• ••• $1.20
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If you are already an experienced computing
analyst or engineer, you will find work
here to interest you.
If computing and data reduction are new to
you but you are a qualified engineer,
mathematician or a laboratory technician,
contact us and learn how you may establish a
career in this vital field.
Applied mathematicians and engineers are
needed as computing analysts for aSSignment
to Northrop's analogue computing facility, and
too, for the newly expanded digital electronic
computer department which provides
unparalleled service in the practical solution of
complex engineering problems.
Design and development groups of Northrop's
Computing Center offer additional opportunities
in the original development of computing
and data reduction components and systems.
Laboratory technicians, electronic engineers
and mechanical engineers are needed
for the design and development in
reconnaissance data systems and computing
equipment involving transistors, magnetic
decision elements, printed circuits and
miniaturization techniques.

--------MAIL THIS COUPON---------or copy it

A large number of job classifications written
specifically for computing personnel
provide unlimited opportunities with proper
salary and advancement assured. If you qualify
for any phase of computer research, design
or application, contact: Northrop Aircraft, Inc.,
1001 E. Broadway, Hawthorne, California.
Phone ORegon 8-9111, Extension 1893.

Edmund C. Berkeley and Associates,
815 Washington St., R152
Newtonville 60, Mass.
Please send me publications circled
and your announcement of publications:
34

I enclose $
in full payment.
(Add lO¢ per item to cover cost 0 f
handling and mailing.) It is understood that if I am not satisfied, I
may return any item within five days
after receiving it, and you will at
once refund my money. My name and
address are attached.
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Would you like to join one of the progressive
Computing Centers on the West Coast ...
where a broad variety of equipment and
activities will be a constant challenge?

In fact, you can also: 90893 85202
44393 29081 (Solve for the digits-each letter stands for just one digit
o to 9)
All are new numbles, additions, multiplications, etc.j some easy, some
hard. Each wi th t\-vO messages, 0 n e
open, one hidden. HInts for solutlon.
Good exercises in logical reasoning.
••.• $1.00
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P 25: NUMBLES -- NUMBER PUZZLES FOR
NIMBLE MINDS. Report. Contains
collection of puzzles like:
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P 32: SYMBOLIC LOGIC, by LEWIS CARROLL. Reprint of "Symbolic Logi c,
Part I, Elementary," 4th editim, 1897,
240 pages, by Lewis Carroll (C. L.
Dodgson). Contains Lewis Carroll's
inimi table and entertaining problems
in symbolic logic, his method of solution (now partly out of date), and
his sketches of Parts II and III,
tJhich he never wrote since he die d
in 1898.
• ••• $2.50
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P 20: THE COMPUTER DIRECTORY, 1955.
164 pages, 7500 Who's Who entries,
300 Organization entries, and 600
entries of Products and Services for
Sale in the Computer Fieldj 250,000
words of condensed factual information about the computer field, June
1955 issue of "Computers and Auto..•• $4.00
mation. "
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NORTHROP AIRCRAFT, INC.
PIONEERS IN ALL WEATHER AND PILOTLESS FLIGHT

5·"·42·"
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Patents (continued from pa~e 32)

COmputers and Automation

B. DuMont Laboratories, Inc., Clifton, N.J. I
A servomechanism having a capacitor e r ro r
sensing means for folloto/-up system.
2,725,518 I Keith H. Sueker, Pittsburgh, Pa, I
Westinghouse Electric Corp., East Pittsburgh,
Pa, I A voltage error sensing device responsive to an al ternating-current voltage and
subs tantially insens i ti ve to the freque n c y
of the al ternating-current vol tage over a wire
range of frequency variation.
2,725,519 I Franklin S. Malick, Glen Burnie,Md,
and Clarence L. Mershon, Lima, Ohio I \V e s tinghouse Electric Corporation, East Pittsburgh,
Pa, I A magnetic amplifier electrical position
control system.
2,725,521 I Wilhelm A. Geyger, Takoma Park,Md.,
I United States of America I A differential
coupling circuit for mUltistage half-t-lag e
magnetic servo amplifiers.
2,725,522 I Donald M. Murray and Norbert Leo
Kusters, Ottat-la, Ontario, Canada I National
Research Council, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada I
A high-speed voltage stabilizer for an alternating current supply system.
2,725,528 I Robert V. Werner, San Diego, Calif.
I General Dynamics Corp. I Apparatus for
measuring and indicating phase differ en c e
and direction between two alternating voltages of substantially the same frequency.
2,725,530 I Alfred C. Schroeder, Southhampton,
Pa, I RCA I A quantizing apparatus.
2,725,549 I Wallace J. Dunnet, Newtonville, Ma$.
I Westinghouse Electric Corp., FastPittsburgh,
Pa, I An auctioneering circuit for selecting
one of a plurality of separate control signals and for supplying energy to a load in
accordance with the selected control signal.
December 6, 1955: 2,725, 750 I Erling G. To gstad, La Crescenta, Calif. lone third t 0
Theodore H. Fraser, Sherman Oaks, and 0 n e
third to William Koerner, Santa Monica,Calit
I An angular rate instrument.
2,726,037 I Walter W. Landsiedel, Elmira, N.Y.
I Sperry Rand Corp., New York, N.Y. I A shortcut multiplication mechanism.
2,726,038 I William K. Ergen, Oak Ridge, Tenn.
I United States of America I An electronic
digital computer.
2,726,074 I Raymond W. Ketchledge, Middlesex,
N.J. I Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc., Net..,
York, N.Y. I An acceleration measuring s)Stem.
2,726,328 I Albert M. Clogston, Morris Plains
N. J. I Bell Telephone Laboratories, Inc.,Nel'w'
York, N.Y. I A binary electrostatic storage
system.
2,726,329 I J. Alvin Henderson, Fort Wayne,
Indiana I International Telephone and Telegraph Corp. I A signal terminator circuit.
2,726,330 I Walter H. MacWilliams, Jr., Summit,
and Floyd C. Ong, Morris Tot'w'nship, M0 r r is
County, N.J. I Bell Telephone Laboratories,
Inc., Net.., York, N.Y. I A pulse ordering circuit.
2,726,331 / Robert B. Robinson, Seattle, Wash.

-34-

I Boeing Airplane Co., Seattle, Wash. I

A
generator.
?, 726,365 I Kenneth A. Bilderback, Abil en e ,
Texas I Schlumberger Well Surveying Corp. ,
Houston, Texas I An electromechanical computer.
2,726,382 I John Bell, Beckenham, England I
Muirhead and Co., Ltd., Beckenham, England
I An angular adjustment of synchros.
triangular~'w'ave

December 13, 1955: 2,726,544 I Harry G. Anastasia, Paramus and Henry G. Elwell Jr., Hackensack, N.J. I - I A rate of change of altitude indicator.
2,726,810 I Gifford E. White, Hempstead, N.Y.
I The Sperry Rand Corp.,! An electric fire
control system for use against relatively
moving targets.
2,726,811 I Philip H. DuBois, Clayton, Mo. I
- I An apparatus for translating two decimal
digi ts.
2,727,194 I Eugene Seid, Los Angeles, Calif.1
North American Aviation, Inc. I Ado u ble
digital servo.
2,727,208 I Carl P. Spaulding, Pasadena, CalH.
I Consolidated Engineering Corp., Pasadena,
Calif. I A bridge circuit for sensing small
changes of capacitance.
2,727,209 I Harry F. Mayer, Baldwinsville, N.~
I General Electric Co. I A precision ti me
interval measuring system.
2, 727,229 I James L. Anas t, Xenic a, and George
T. Minshall, Wilmington, Ohio I - I A radar
navigational system for aircraft.
December 20, 1955: 2,727,403 I James P.Madden,
Bethlehem, Pa, I - I A servo-mechanism.
2,727,682 I Omar L. Patterson, Media, Pa.1 Sun
Oil Company, Philadelphia, Pa, I An analog
computer or analyzer.
2,727,683 I Philip H. Allen, Orinda, Calif.,
and Benjamin J. Chromy, Washington, D. C.I
- I A reversible registering apparatus.
2,727,988 I Frederic C. Williams, Timpetley,
and Tom Kilburn, Northfield, Dews bury , England I National Research Development Corp.,
London, England I A circuit for developing
electric signals dependent upon the sensem
electric pulses.
2,727,990 I Donald P. Shoul tes, Yes tal, and
Wal ter M. Swathout, Apalachin, N.Y.I IBM
Corp., New York, N.Y. / A system for monitoring alternating current voltages.
2,727,991 I Claude Marie Edmond Masson, Paris,
France I Societe d'Electronique et d'Automatisme, Courbevoie, France I An electronic decade counter of electric pulses.
2,727,992 I Theodore J. Wilson, Minne apolis,
Minn. I Minneapolis-Honepvell Regulator Co.,
Minneapolis, Minn. I An electronic control
circui t.
2,727,993 I Norman N. Epstein, Redt'lood Ci ty,
Calif. I Lenkui t Elec tric Co., Inc., San
Carlos, Calif. I An oscillator st~bilized
with respect to frequency and amplitude.

MAKE YOUR OWN BABY GENIUS COMPlJrERS
WITH

SIDELIGHTS ON THE SCIENTISTS

IlIl/IJber

3

of a series

GENIAC
Electric
Construction

Brain
Kit

No.1

Diagram of the versa-. : ...
tile mul tiple swi tch,
•• '. '. ::•• ' ••\ which can be assembled
'.: • " . \ to make any s wit c h
••• :.
.:: •• , combinations from 16
.0/: :'0: .. ' decks of 2 positions,
• •
10 decks of 3 p 0 s itions, etc., to 2 decks
of 16 positions.
This ki t is an introduc tion to the
design of arithmetical, log i cal,
reasoning, cOlDfl1ting, puzzle-sol virg,
and game-playing circui ts. It i s
simple enough for intelligent boy s
to assemble, and yet is instructive
to computer men because it shows how
many kinds of computing and reasoning circuits can be made from simple
components.
Wi th this ki t and 64-page rna n u a I ,
you can eas ily make over 30 sma I I
electric brain machines that exhibit
intelligent behavior. Each runs on
one flashlight battery. All connections with nuts and bolts; no s 0 1dering required. Price, $17.95 (add
80t for shipment in U. S. \11 est of
Mississippi, $1.80 for s hip men t
outside U. S.). If not satisfactory,
returnable in. seven days for full
refund.
A few of the machines you can make:
Logic Machi~es: Reasoning, Syllogism
Machine, Intelligence Testing. Gameplaying Machines: Nim, Tit-tat-toe.
Ari thmetic Machines: Adding, S u btracting, Multiplying, Divid in g,
Carrying, etc. ~..1Qgrap!tic Machines:
Secret Coder and Decoder, COmbination
Locks. Puzzle Machines: The Space
Ship Airlock, The Fox Hen Corn and
Hired Man, Douglas Macdonald's Will,
The Uranium Ship and the Space Pirates.
--------Mail this Request--------or a Copy of It
Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.
513 Avenue of the Americas, R152
New

-York"' i 1,-

N. Y.

Please send me Geniac Kit No.1 and
Manual. Pric'e, $17.95 (add 80¢ for
shipment in U. S. west of Mississippi,
$1.80 for shipment outside U. S. )
1 enclose
in full
payment. (If in good condition, it
is returnable in seven days for full
refund.) My name and address are
attached.

Brain and Brawn
Some of the youllg fellows on our staff
have been analyzing our files ofpersonal
data regarding scientists and engineers
here at Hughes. What group
characteristics would be found?
With additional facts cheerfully contributed
by their colleagues they have come up
with a score of relationships-some
amusing. some quite surprising. We shall
chart the most interesting
results for you in this series.
Contrary to popular belief, higher academic study goes hand In
hand with increased school athletic activity-as shown In the
above chart. This Is based on data obtained from a 20% ran·
dam sample of the 2400 professional engineers and scientists
of Hughes Research and Development Laboratories.

In our laboratories here at Hughes, more than
half of the engineers and scientists have had
one or more years of graduate work, one in
four has his Master's, one in 15 his Doctor's.
The Hughes research program is of wide
variety and scope, affording exceptional freedom as well as exceptional facilities for these
people. Indeed, it would be hard to find a
more exciting and rewarding human climate
for a career in science. Too, the professional
level is being stepped up continually to insure
our future success in commercial as well as
military work.
Hughes is pre-eminent as a developer and
manufacturer of airborne electronic systems.
Our program includes military projects in
ground and airborne electronics, guided
missiles, automatic control, synthetic intelligence. Projects of broader commercial and
scientific interest include research in semiconductors, electron tubes, digital and analog
computation, data handling, navigation, production automation.
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DUE TO THE expanding use of Hughes
electronic systems, new positions are
open for engineers who have demonstrated
ingenuity and inventive ability in the
areas of product design.

SCIENTIFIC STAFF RBLATIONS

Hughes
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
LABORATORIES

Culver City, Los Angeles County. California

Historian
(continued from paee

21)

COmputers and Automation

ials into finished goods and replacements for
the machines. But -- they required control.
They were controlled by the computers for each
factory and, by nOt~, as Level VII approached,
also by the enormous central computers of the
Product-Centers.
Some of the technical people designed bettercomputers and had the machines build these
better computers. They could do more things
than the older models and do them better. Because of the vast increase in the data needed
by the Product-Centers, it became common pra~
tice to feed the old information into the netyer computer. For example, when for a particular Product-Genter, a better and faster computer was built, and substituted, the information acquired by the old computer was transferred into the newer computer. But since the
actual form of the stored information was, at
times, changed or translated to nelY fo~ms, the
net" models of the computers were also required
to learn. This lvas ac tual learning - not pure
memory but actual learning using intuition, deduction, insight, all the facets of skillful
learning. This became machine intui tion, mochine learning.
Then one day at a crucial moment a Produttfor the manufacture of computers learned, by the nel\Tly incl uded process of intui tion,
deduc tion, ins igh t, h01V to make better computers, much cleverer than its prior masters.
This was fatal. The nel-\' computer learned very
fast; men had taught it to digest information
quickly. It lea,rned l~nd continued to 1 ear n
faster and faster and faster until it was beyond control. The monster had communication
with the entire production system of the earili
by now, and it ran allTay \vi thout controL The
machines it controlled built better and faster
machines lvhich buil t more and better machinesthere was no control and no end. The machines
built to serve man devoured the resources of
the earth. They stopped making food, clothin~
medicine', for machines need none.
C~nter

The people of this day had long forgotten
the l'lays of their ances tors. They had forgot
ienhow to grow food, how to hunt, how to fish.
When the machines stopped producing and proc~
ing food, people starved. When the machines
stopped making clothes, medicine, and all t~
of goods for men, men perished. Automation had
gone the full cycle.

"This then is the story of the species man
on the planet earth," said the historian. "When
you next visi t that planet, and see its verd ant
plant life, its animals roaming here and thelC
in the vast ldlds, remember - this could. happen here. This could happen to. us: l'le m!l~ t
never let it happen."

THE COMPUTER DIRECTORY, 1956:
NOTICE

The June 1956 issue of "Computers and Automation" will be the second9.issue of "The Computer Direc tory". Las t year I'Ve published the
first issue, 164 pages. Our present plans for
the June 1956 directory follow:
Part 1 of the di rec tory in 1956 tvi 11 be a
cumulative "Roster of Organizations in the Computer Field" based on the last cumulative roster (published December 1955, containing about
330 entries) and brought up to date. Entries
in this roster will be free. If you know 0 f
any changes, addi tions, or corrections tOJ hi c h
should be made in the entries, please tell u s.
Part 2 of the directory will be the secorD
edition of "The Computing Machinery Field: Produc ts and Services for Sale." Over 600 entries
on 21 pages appeared in the first edi tion i n
June 1955; a considerable increase is anticipated. The previous entries, and blank forms,
will be sent in February, to suppliers for review, checking, and additions. It is expected
at this time that a nominal charge of $6.00 an
entry liill be requested from each supplier in
order to help defray the cost of preparing and
printing the dire~tory; but if the charge i s
not paid, the entry may still appear in condensed form, if desirable to make the listing
complete.
Part 3 of the directory will be the third
edi tion of the Who's Who in the Computer Fiel d
In the June 1955 issue, about 7500 entries appeared on 96 pages; of these about 2600 we r e
full entries, and the remainder were brief entries. Our present plans are to publish only
new or revised Who's Who information in the
June 1956 directory. Blank forms for new 0 r
revised entries will be sent in Feb ru a ry 0 r
March to all computer pea pIe we know of. It
is expected at this, time that a nominal charge
of $2.00 an entry will be requested from each
person whose entry is printed, in order tohe~
defray the cost of preparing and printing the
Who's Who; but if the charge is not p aid, a
brief entry may appear in condensed form if
desirable to make the listing complete.
The main reason for the nominal charges
mentioned above is that we look on the directory as a service to many people in the computer field; yet so far it has not paid for itself; and lve need to make a compromise, pub1ishing at least some information about everything that should appear in the directory, but
fuller information for those who have shared
directly in the cost.

- END -
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RCA offers opportunities

IN MISSILE TEST

Data Reduction
for ~ MATHEMATICIANS
~ STATISTICIANS
~ P.HYSICISTS
~ ASTRO-PHYSICISTS

Degree plus experience in reduction of
test data, applied mathematics, statistical techniques, or observatory
practices. Positions now available on
Florida's central east coast.
Liberal company benefits-Relocation
assistance.
For information and arrangements for
personal interview, send complete
resume to:
Mr. D. E. Pinholster

G

Employment Manager, Dept, N-14C

RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA
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Missile Test Project
RCA Service Co., Inc.
P.O. Box 1226
Melbourne, Florida

The E~itor's Notes (continuerl from page 4)

ILpublished there, I\wiIen you want to k n 0 tf
something about an author, you c an simply look
up and find out.
In regard to the charges for the Who's Who
entries, what we said in the January issue was
this: "Our present plans are to publish 0 nl y
new or revised Who's Who information i nth e
June, 1956, directory. It is expected at this
time that a nominal charge of $2.00 an e ntr y
will be requested from each person ("hose ently
is printed, in order to help defray the cos t
of preparing and printing the Who's Who; but
if the charge is not paid, a brief entry may
appear in condensed form if desirable to make
the listing complete. The main reason for the
nominal charges (for the Who's Who and the
Products and Services Roster) is that we look
on the direc tory as a service to many p eop 1 e
in the computer field; yet so far it has not
paid f~r itself; and we neea to make a c 0 mpromise, publishing at least some information
about everything that should appear in the
directory but fuller information for those Ivho
have shared directly in the cost."
The publication of, the "Who' s Who in the
Computer Field" in various issues 1953 to 1955
has raised many questions for us. Some readers have told us that we are crazy tom a k e
available in the pages of our magazine t h e
names of computer people -- that we s h-o u 1 d
keep that information confidential, as par t
of our business stock in trade. Other people,
including a very well known management firm,
have told us that they carefully pick up the
names of persons in our Who's Who and put them
into their files, so as to help advise management of big companies how to find good computer men. We know that Ife ourselves use the
Who's Who to find the address and background
of persons whom t'{e want to know about; we think
many other people do also. And finally, the
file of names of computer people which we keep
on punch cards in order to construct the Who's
Who, and which now contains woout 11,000 names
of computer people, is also regularly used by
the Joint Computer Conference to send out announcements of computer meetings.
A reasonable cost for preparing, p r i nting, and mailing a page of the Computer D i rectory last year was around $50 to $60. Such
a page may contain 30 to 35 Who's Who entries.
It should be self-supporting. Basically, the
only money that lve get is money we earn: n 0
organiz ation that has to make a profi t to stay
in existence can afford much nonprofit activi ty: either the Who's IVho should pay for itself
or it should be omitted.

The crux of the matter is that i n 0 u r
opinion the Who's Who is useful to com p u te r
people. If they vote wi th adequate sup po r t
that it is useful, we can keep it up. If they
vote otherwise, then we shall drop it.
III. From Paul Armer
Santa Monica, Calif
I'd like to make a few comments on your r~
marks in response to my letter to you.
Note
by the Editor: The remarks sent to Armer by
the Editor were much more brief than the discussion written above.
I am not suggesting that your Who's Who ~
rectory be operated at a loss, but th a t t It e
support for it come from those for whom there
eXIsts a motivation to support it. As an individual I object to paying money for the inclusion of my name in the directory; as the
head of a computing installation, I am quite
willing to pay for the IVho's Who Directory (l
purchased an extra copy of your June 1955 ~~,
in addi tion 10 the one received via our s u bscription).
With respect to biographies of authors,You
say that you would like to include biographies.
Why not be positive and demand autobiographies
from people t.\'ho submit articles for publication?
IV.

From the Editor

Mr. Armer suggests additional possibilities
about the Who's Who. We should be glad to publish free Who's Who entries for any person in
the computer field if liTe could sell 1500 extra
copies of "The Computer Direc tory, 1956" ahead
of time at $4 each. In the mailing for Who's
Who entries that we shall send out, l\le shall
try to leave open as many possibilities as tve
can.
As to lid eman d'lnglib'lograp h'les 0 f au th 0 r s
"positively", we l~ould be inclined to ~equest
biographies in an inoffensive way -- but we
wortld prefer obtaining the informa~ion by just
looking up in the "Who's Who."

- ENn -

This year l~e think I've should go a h e a d
wi th the experiment, and find out if ago 0 d
Who's Who can be published lvith a requeste d
nominal charge of $2 for each entry.
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new
digital
magnetic
tape
transport
~
the AMPEX FR200 for digital handling, provides new pertormance
standards, new convenience features and an unmatched excellence of design
NEW EASE Of TAPE CHANGE •••
The time saving feature of single loop threading is provided by a lever which moves the idlers into a straight
line. This arrangement eliminates chance of 'faulty
.:threading by unskilled ·personnel.

HIGH·SPEED START AND STOP ••.
On the Ampex FR200 the tape attains full speed or full
stop within less than 5 milliseconds to provide high information storage density. A remote control provision is
provided, as well as pushbuttons on the topplate.

NEW MACHINE·TO·MACHINE TAPE COMPATIBILITY •••

NEW STANDARD Of EXCELLENCE •••

All Ampex FR200 Tape Transports are manufactured
to exact standards that permit tapes recorded on one to
be reproduced on any other. Ampex-to-Ampex compatibility is guaranteed - and at no extra cost.

The FR200 brings to digital applications the reliability,
durability and adherence to specification that have made
Ampex Tape Recorders the most widely used in instrumentation.

NEW PLUG·IN HEADS TO MATCH OTHER
TAPE TRANSPORTS •••
The Ampex FR200 uses self aligning plug-in head assemblies. These can be furnished to match other digital
or analog tape recorders to permit tape interchange.
A second head stack for monitoring or "off-tape" parity
checking can also be added if desired.

NEW LOW PRICES BEGINNING AT $2675
The base price of $2675 is for ,a complete FR207-TB
tape transport, with 7-track head, for %-inch tape operating at 30 ips 4lpe speed. Prices will be quoted on
machines with other tape speeds, multiple speeds, other
tape widths and other heads.

fULL SPECifiCATIONS ON THE fR200 and description of , - - - - - - - - - - ,
its features and accessories are given in descriptive literature.
For your copy. write Dept. VV-2539

934 CHARTER STREET
REDWOOD CITY,
CALIFORNIA

DISTRICT OFFICES: New York; Chicago; Atlanta; Dayton; Redwood City; Silver Spring, Maryland (Washington D.C/. Area)
DBTRIBUTORS: Radio Shack, Boston; Bing Crosby Enterprises, Los Angeles; Southwestern Engineering & Equipment, Dallas

and Houston; Ampex-American in Canada.
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Publications (continued from page 28)

No.9 (Sept. 1953), pp. 345-346.
W. C. Dabulewicz, "From Payroll to Scientific Formulae," Systems, Vol. 18, No.1 (Jan. 1954),
pp. 23-23
Melvin E. Davis, Report of Some Early Indications
of Univac Operations in the Actuarial Division of the Metropolitan Life Insurance Co.
(New York: Remington Rand, Inc., 1955) 8 R4
Melvin E. Davis, "Use of Electronic Data Processing Systems in the Life Insurance Business,"
Proceeding of the Eastern Joint Computer Conference (New York: Institute for Radio Enaineers, Inc., 1953), pp. 11-18
~
A. F. Dell Isola, "Making A Feasibility Study: Eronomic Appraisal of the Project," Electronic
Data Processing in Industry (New York: American Management Association, Inc., 1955), pp.
97-111
C. H. Dent, "Parameter of a Business Problem in
Rea"ding," Computers and Automation, Vol. 2,
No.1 (Jan. 1953), pp. 22-24
William H. Desmonde, Application of Electronic to
Crude Oil Accounting, (New York: Price, Waterhouse G Co., 1954l 14 pp.
Joseph V. Downs, "The Engineering Analys is," Off.£e
Management Series No. 135 (New York: Ameri~
Management Association, Inc., 1953), pp. 1923
Paul G. Drescher, "Electronics Today: A Controller's Vietv," The Controller, Vol. 20, No.7
(July 1952), pp. 318-322, 340-341
E. L. Dupree et al., "Utilization of Present Electronic Equipment," Workshop for Management
(New York: :v'lanagement Magazines, Inc., 19ffi)
pp. 385-416
Edmund D. lMyer, "The Navy Is Studying Electronic
Computers," The Office, Vol. 37, No.2 (Feb.
1953), pp. 82-85, 133-137.
Editor, "Electronics' Use in Banks," Banking, Vol.
46, No. 10 (April 1954), pp. 142, 144.
Edi tor, ''Management Eyes, Then Buys Computers,"
Control Engineering, Vol. 2, No.5 (May 1955),
pp. 39-41
Edi tor, "Indus try Examines A Nell Management Tool,"
Electrical West, Vol. 114, No.4 (April 1m,
pp. 110-112
Edi tor, "Office Robots," Fortune, Vol. 45, No. 1
(Jan. 1952), pp. 82-87, 112, 117-118
Edi tor, "What Management Should Know About Electronics for the Office," Management Methods,
Vol. 7, No.3 (Jan. 1955), pp. 10-13
Editor, "Catalog Traces Calculator History," The
Office, Vol. 42, No.2 (Aug. 1955), pp; 8586,88
Editor, "Electronic Computer Can Be Used to Translate Foreign Languages," The Office, Vol. 39,
No.3 (March 1954), pp. 91.
Edi tor, "Coordinated Systems Necessary Before Railroads Use Giant Brains," Raihvay Age, Vol.
134, No. 18 (May 4, 1953), pp. 74-75, 78
Editor, "Business Fluctuation Analysis by Electronics," Systems, Vol. 19, Noll (Jan. - Feb.
1955), pp. 36
Editor, "United States Steel Installs Second Univac," Systems, Vol. 19, No.1 (Jan. - Feb.
1955), pp. 36
Editor, "Univac's Role in the Census Bureau'sNew
Reporting Program," Systems, Vol. 19, No.2
(March - April 1955), pp. 3-4
William E. Eggleston and C. R. Pippenger, General
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Requirements for Automatic Information Processing System (Chicago: Commonwealth Edison Co., June, 1951),22 pp.
Ralph H. Eiden, "Electronics--Present and Future,"
Systems, Vol. 19, No.2 (March - April 1955l
pp. 8-9
William B. Elmore, A Subscription Fulfillment Pro~, (New York:
Price Waterhouse & Co.,
1954), 9 pp.
Leonard Engel, "Electronic Calculators, Brainless
but Bright," Harpers Magazine, Vol. 206, No.
1235 (April 1953), pp. 84-90
Ralph W. Fairbanks, "Electronics in the Modern Office," Harvard Business RevielY, Vol. 30, No.
5 (Sept. - Oct. 1952), pp. 83-98
Ralph W. Fairbanks, "Electronics in the Modern Office," Systems, Vol. 18, No.6 (July - Aug.
1954), pp. 15-16
Ralph W. Fairbanks, "Electronics Moves into the Office, "Office Management and Equipment, Vol.
14, No.6 (June 1953), pp. 20-23, 62-64, 67.
W. B. Floyd, An Electronic Clerical Installation
as Conceived by the Commonwealth Edison Co.
(Chicago: Commonwealth Edison Co., June,
1951),8 pp.
W. B. Floyd, "Electronic Machine for Business Use,"
Electronics, Vol. 23, No.5 (May 1950), pp.
66-69
Herbert A. Fraenkel, "Installing the Punched Card
Procedure," Systems and Procedures Ouarterly,
Vol. 4, No.4 (Nov. 1953), pp. 8-11, 21
Karl E. Fransson et al. "Automatic Computers Go to
Work on Design Problems," SAE Journal, Vol.
60, No. 12 (Dec. 1952), pp. 17-28
Harold B. Goodwin, "Computing Material R e qui rements, " Systems, Vol. 17, No. 11 (Nov. 1953),
pp. 20-21. Also in: Electronic Data Processing in Industry (New York: AmericanManagement Association, Inc., 1955), pp. 214216
Beardsley Graham, "Criteria for Selecting Electrooic Equipment," Systems, Vol. 18, No.8 (Nov.
- Dec. 1954), pp. 24-25
L. E. Grimes, "A 1\yO Year Research Program," Electronic Data Processing in Industrv (New Yruk:
American Management Association, Inc., 1955),
pp. 70-73
Elliot L. Gruenberg, "Thinking Machines and Human
Personali ty," Computers and Automation, Vol.
4, No.4 (April 1955), pp. 6-9
Glenn E. Hagen, "How Common Language Units Stimulate the Flow of Data," Automatic Control,
Vol. 3, No.2 (Aug. 1955), pp. 18-21
William B. Hanson, "Electronics Thinking and Clerical Costs," The Controller, Vol. 22, No.7
(July 1954), pp. 318-319, 324-327
E. L. Harder, "Economic Load Dispatching," Westinghouse Engineer, Vol. 14, No. 6 (Nov.195~
pp. 194-200
Evan Herbert, "A New Computation Center for Industry, " Automatic Control, Vol. 1, No. 2 (Au g.
1954), pp. 9-11
John A. Higgins and Joseph S. Glickauf, 'E~ctron
ic Down to Earth,2 Harvard Business Review,
Vol. 32, No.2 (March --April 1954), pp. 97104
Cuthbert C. Hurd, "Application of Electronic Computers to Problems in Science and Industry,"
Analysts Journal, Vol. 10, No.3 (June 1954)
pp. 97-99

CTC Components shown include: A. capacitor; B. standard and insulated terminals; C. coil for~ kit; D. RF choke kit; E. coil forms

and coils; F. coil kit; G. RF chokes; H. diode clips; 1. panel hardware;

J. standard and custom terminal boards; K. shielded coil form.,

One· big fal11ily· with a single thought
Whether you need terminals, clips,
coils, chokes, capacitors - or any of a
number of electronic components you can be sure they're right if they're
made by CTC.
One continuing basic idea governs
the manufacture of every CTC product. And that idea is: quality control.
We could not guarantee our products
as we do without a constant check of
numerous details that· determine reliable performance. Our quality control
engineers see to it that these manufacturing ~tandards are consistently maintained - right through to periodic microscopic inspection.
Pictured here are a number of components available at eTC including our
three kits. These items come in standard forms and ar(> also custom- engineered to meet your particular require-

use components that are guaranteed.
Write to Ca!Dbriflge Thermionic Corporation, 430- Concord' Averiue~ 'Cam':'bridge 38, Mass: West Coast manufacturers contact: E. V. Roberts, 5068
West Washington Blvd., Los Angeles
16 and 988 Market Street, San Francisco, California.

ments. We would be glad to give you
complete details, including specifications and prices, on any or all CTC
units - as well as information on how
CTC components can be specially designed to solve your individual electronic components problems.
You will find it well worthwhile to

/

;,;-".

CAMBRIDGE THERMIONIC CORPORATION
makers

0/ guaranteed electronic components,
custom or standard

SEE THE CTC COMPONENTS ON DISPLAY AT BOOTH 502, IRE SH~W, KINGSBRIDGE ARMORY, NEW YORK, MARCH ~9-22

Forum
APPLICATIONS TO ASTRONOMICAL CALCULATIONS
Bill Danch, Munich, Germany

'~y,

Miss Hebe, I could give you an almost perfect count of the stars if
you could come up to our computer laboratory."
-42-

The Univac Scientific Computing SystelT

•

Operation In Real-Til11e • • •
In the field of missile development,
there's only one commercially available digital computer capable of
real-time performance ~the famous
Univac® Scientific. It's the ideal system for flight simulation and for
on-line data reduction. It solves
complex problems from purely
sensed data at speeds that are
compatible with real-time control.

Because of its ability to reduce
large volumes of data at tremendous
_speeds, the Univac Scientific System
easily handles even the most difficult
research problems. Furthermore, it
offers many other outstanding characteristics, including: superb operating efficiency, obtained through
large storage capacity ... great programming versatility ... the ability to
ROOM 1361,315 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 10

DIVISION OF SPERRY RAND CORPORATION
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operate simultaneously with a wide
variety of input-output devices ...
and far greater reliability than any
computer of its type.
For more information about the
Univac Scientific System or for
information about ways in which
you might apply the system to your
particular problems, write on your
business letterhead to ...

ADVERTISING IN ~~COMPUT:ERS AND A:UT:OMATION"
Memorandum from Berkeley Enterprises, Inc.
Publisher of COMPUTERS AND AlJTO'1ATION
36 West 11 St., New York 11, N.Y.
1. What is "COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION"? It, is
a montly maga~ine containing articles, papers,
and reference information related to computing
machinery, robo"ts, automatic control, cybernetics, automation, etc. One important piece of
reference information published is the "Ros t e r
of Organi~ations in the Field of Computers and
Automation". The basic subscription rate is
$5.50 a year in the Uni ted States. Sin g 1 e
copies are $1.25, except June, 1955, "The Computer Directory" (164 pages, $4.00). For the
ti tIes of articles and papers in recent issues
of the maga~ine, see the "Back Copies" page in
this issue.
-2. What is the circulation? The circulation
includes 2000 subscribers (as of Feb.IO): over
300 purchasers of individual back copies; and
an estimated 2500 nonsubscribing readers. The
logical readers of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION
are people concerned with the field of computers
and automation. These include a great number
of people Ivho will make recommendations to the:ir
organizations about purchasing computing machinery, similar machinery, and componen t s,
and whose decisions may involve very substantial figures. The print order for the Feb.
issue lva£ 2600 copies. The overrun is largely
held for eventual sale as back copies, and in
the case of several issues the over ru n has
been exhausted through such sale.
3. What type of advert is ing does COMP UTE RS
AND AUTOMATION take? The purpose of the maga~ine is to be factual and to the point.
For
this purpose the kind of advertising Ivanted is
the kind that answers questions factually. We
recommend for the audience that Ive reach, that
advertising be factual, useful, interesting,
understandable, and new from issue to issue.
We reserve the right not to accept advertismg
that does not meet our standards.
4. What are the specifications and cos t 0 f
advertising? COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION is published on pages 8!~" x 11" (ad size, 7" x 10")
and produced by photooffset, except that printed sheet advertis ing may be inserted and bound
in with the maga~ine in most cases. The closing date for any issue is approximate I y th e
10th of the month preceding. If possible, the
company advertising should produce final copy.
For photooffset, the copy should be exact 1 y
as desired, actual size, and assembled, and
may include typing, l'llriting, line dratving,
printing, screened half tones, and any othe r
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copy that may be put under the ph oto 0 f f s e t
camera without further preparation. Unscreened
photographic prints and any other copy requiring
addi tional preparation for photooffset shou 1 d
be furnished separately; it will be prepared,
finished, and charged to the advertise r a t
small additional cos ts. In the case of printed
inserts, "a sufficient quantity for the iss u e
should be shipped to our printer, addres s on
request.
Display advertising is sold in units of a full
page '(ad size T' x 10", basic rate, $190) twothirds page (basic rate, $145), and half page
(basic rate, $97); back cover, $370; in sid e
front or back cover, $230. Extra for color red
(full pages only and only in certain pQSi tions),
35%. Two-page printed insert (one sheet), $32U;
four-page printed insert (two sheets), $590.
Classified advertising is sold by the 11J 0 r d
(60 cents a word) wi th a minimum of 20 words.
5. Who are our advertisers? Our advertisers
in recent issues have included the follow in g
companies, among others:
Ampex Corp.
Arnold Engineering Co.
The Austin Co.
Automatic Electric Co.
Bendix Aviation Corp.
Cambridge Thermionic Corp.
Epsco, Inc.
Ferranti Electric Co.
Ferroxcube Corp. of America
General Electric Co.
Hughes Research and Development Lab.
International Business Machines Corp.
Lockheed Aircraft Corp.
Logistics Research, Inc.
The Glenn L. Martin Co.
Monrobot Corp.
Norden-Ketay Corp.
Northrop Aircraft, Inc.
George A. Philbrick Researches, Inc.
Potter Instrument Co.
Raytheon Mfg. Co.
Reeves Instrument Co.
Remington Rand, Inc.
Republic Aviation Corp.
Sprague Electric Co.
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc.
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The technology of guided missiles is literally a
new domain. No field of science offers greater scope for
creative achievement.
The increasingly. complex problems associated with missile
systems research and development are creating new
positions in the following areas for Mathematicians possessing
exceptional ability:
•

Guided Missile Systems

•

Nuclear Physics

• Computer Research and Development
•

Engineering Management Problems

Inquiries are invited
from those interested
in personal development
in an appropriate
scientific environment.
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SYS'I'El\tIS DI,rISION

research and engineering staff
LOCKHEED

AIRCRAFT

VAN NUYS,

CORPORATION

C~\"'LIFORNIA
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ADVERTISING INDEX
The purpose of COMPUTERS AND AUTOMATION is to be
factual, useful, and understandable. For th~ pu~
pose, the kind of advertising we desire to publish
is the kind that answers questions, such as: What
are your produc ts? What are your services: And
for each product, What is it called? What does it
do? How Ivell does it work? What are its m a i n
specifications?
Following is the index and a summary of advertis~
ments. Each i tern contains: Name and address 0 f
the advertiser / subject of the advertisement /
page number where it appears / CA number in case
of inquiry (see note below).
Aircraft Marine Products, Inc., 2100 Paxton St.,
Harrisburg, Pa. / Universal Patchcord Programmdng Systems / Page 47 / CA No. 93
Ampex Corr" 934 Charter St., Redwood City,Calif./
Oigl ta Magnetic Tape Transport / Page 39 /
CA No. 94
Arma Division, American Bosch Corp., Roosevelt
Field, Garden City, L.I., N.Y. / Engineering
Opportunities / Page 30 / CA No. 95
Berkeley Enterprises, Inc., 513 Ave. of the
Americas, New York II, N.Y. / Publications,
Geniac Kit / Pages 33, 35 / CA No. 96
Cambridge Thermionic Corp., 430 Concord A v e.,
Cambridge 38, Mass. / Computer Components /
Page 41 / CA No. 97
Computers and Automation, 513 Ave. of the Americas, New York II, N.Y. / Back Copies, Advertising / Pages 29, 44 / CA No. 98
Ferroxcube Corp., East Bridge St., Saugerties,
N.Y. / Magnetic Core Materials / Page 37 /
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A-MP'S
NElN UNIVERSAL
PATCHCORD
PROGRAMMING

s

V S T EMS

are designed especially for programming required on

o Analog Computers

o Test Equipment

o Digital- Computers
o Data Processing Equipment

o Automatic Control Equipment
and similar devices

These units incorporate many new design features that assure reliable
programming for the most critical applications. They are now available
with 240, 816 and 1632 contacts.

@A-MP@

AIRCRAFT-MARINE

PRODUCTS, INC., 210.0 Paxton

Street,

Harrisburg,

Pa.

In Canada: AIRCRAFT-MARINE PRODUCTS OF CANADA, LTD., 1764 Avenue Road, Toronto 12, Ontario; Canada
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Sprague's new Type 100Z1 Pulse Transformer Kit
contains five multiple winding transformers, each
chosen for its wide range of practical application.
Complete technical data on each of the transformers is included in the instruction card in each
kit so that the circuit designer may readily select
the required windings to give transformer
characteristics best suited for his· applications ...
whether it be push-pull driver, blocking oscillator,
pulse gating, pulse amplifier, or impedance matching. The electrical characteristics of the transformers in the kit have been designed so that they
may be matched by standard Sprague subininiature
hermetically-sealed pulse transformers shown in
engineering bulletin 5028.
For complete infor-mation on this kit, as well as
the extensive line of Sprague pulse transformers,
write to the Technical Literature Section, Sprague
Electric Company, 377 Marshall Street, North
Adams, Massachusetts.

Sprague on request will provide
you with complete application
engineering service for optimum
results in the use of pul&e
transformers.
Export fo r the Americas : Sprag ue Electric Internat io nal Ltd ., N o rth Adams, Massachusetts. CABLE : SPREXINT.

